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Analytics 

Amazon EMR Serverless 
 

Run big data applications using open-source frameworks without managing clusters and servers   
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon EMR Serverless is a serverless option on Amazon EMR that makes it easy for data analysts and engineers to run open-source big data analytics 
frameworks without configuring, managing, and scaling clusters or servers. You get all the features and benefits of Amazon EMR without the need for experts to 
plan and manage clusters. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Run frameworks more easily. Simply select the open-source framework you want to run for your application, such as Apache Spark, Hive, or Presto, and 

EMR Serverless automatically provisions and manages the underlying compute and memory resources.   
• Scale on demand. Run analytics workloads at any scale with automatic on-demand scaling that resizes resources in seconds to meet changing data 

volumes and processing requirements. 
• Optimize costs. EMR Serverless automatically scales resources up and down to provide just the right amount of capacity for your application. You pay only 

for what you use, and you can minimize concerns about over- or under-provisioning. 
 
 

Use cases: 
• Variable workloads. As workload demands change, scale application resources seamlessly without having to preconfigure how much compute and 

memory you need. 
• Interactive data analysis. Choose the option to pre-initialize application resources and enable sub-second response time for interactive data analysis in 

EMR Studio.  
• Development and test environments. Spin up a development and test environment quickly and easily, automatically scale with unpredictable usage, and 

get products to market faster.   
 
 

Availability: 
Available in the US East (N. Virginia) Region. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/emr/serverless
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-emr-serverless-preview
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=C420C81FAC7B2A78E05479AF8DD8FC9CD018D5E0A34458DD7751F5EBA7744B9D0A92434267D4AA291323B37A2E4384F7
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Amazon Redshift Serverless 
 

Easily run and scale analytics in seconds without provisioning and managing a data warehouse 

 
What is it? 
The world’s most widely used cloud data warehouse just got better. Amazon Redshift Serverless makes it easy for you to run petabyte-scale analytics in 
seconds to gain rapid insights—without the need to configure and manage your data warehouse clusters. Amazon Redshift Serverless automatically 
provisions and scales the data warehouse capacity to deliver high performance for demanding and unpredictable workloads, and you pay only for the 
resources you use. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Get insights from data more easily. Amazon Redshift Serverless automatically provisions and manages the underlying infrastructure for running 

analytics workloads so you can focus on getting insights from data.  
• Deliver consistently high performance. Automatically scale data warehouse capacity in seconds to deliver fast performance for even the most 

demanding and unpredictable workloads.  
• Optimize costs. Save costs by automatically scaling capacity up when busy, and back down when not—you pay only for what you use. Easily manage 

your spend with granular cost controls.  
 
 

Use cases: 
• Variable and sporadic workloads. Scale resources seamlessly as workload demands change or spike with traffic. Amazon Redshift Serverless uses 

machine learning (ML) techniques to maintain consistent performance. 
• Development and test environments. Spin up a development and test environment quickly, easily, and economically to get your products to market 

faster. 
• Impromptu business analytics. Perform what-if analyses, anomaly detection, and ML-based forecasting while getting fast insights from your data. 

 
 

Availability: 
Available in Preview in the following Regions: 
 

Europe (Frankfurt), Europe (Ireland), US East (N. Virginia), US West (Oregon), US East (Ohio), Asia Pacific (Tokyo) 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/redshift
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-redshift-serverless
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=C57E5BD0821D382B996F27F7C402332E27FCC35DFCB3742C4BBC24BC33EC8BF90548CA59119E03F4164DC567AB3513F0
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Storage API on AWS Lake Formation 
 

A simpler way to ingest, manage, and secure data 
 
 

What is it? 
The new Storage API on AWS Lake Formation provides granular access controls to allow you to specify cell-level security policies on Amazon Simple Storage 
Service (S3) tables centrally managed in Lake Formation—and the API consistently enforces these policies. The new API also introduces a new type of Amazon S3 
table called a “governed table” that makes it simple for you to reliably ingest and manage data at scale. Finally, it provides storage optimization to allow for faster 
analytics with services like Amazon Athena and Amazon Redshift. 
 
Lake Formation focuses on three pillars as it relates to data on the lakes:  
 

• Ingestion and identification. Blueprints simplify ingest. Machine learning (ML) transforms for data cleaning. And the new Storage API introduces the 
governed table, a new type of S3 table that removes complex extract, transform, and load (ETL) for data updates.  

• Security. Lake Formation provides a centralized permissions table and column, and the new storage API offers row-level fine-grained permissions. There is 
also real-time monitoring and integrated auditing.  

• Analytics and ML. The service features a comprehensive portfolio of integrated tools.  
 
 

Availability: 
Lake Formation governed tables, storage optimization, and row-level security will be initially available in the following five Regions:  
 
US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (Oregon), Europe (Ireland), Asia Pacific (Tokyo)  

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  

 

Amazon MSK Serverless 
 

Easily stream data on Amazon Managed Streaming for Apache Kafka (MSK) 
without managing cluster capacity  
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon MSK Serverless is a new cluster type for Amazon MSK that makes it 
easy for you to run Apache Kafka without having to manage and scale cluster 
capacity. MSK Serverless automatically provisions and scales compute and 
storage resources, so you can use Apache Kafka on demand. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 
 
 

 Amazon Kinesis Data Streams On-Demand Mode 
 

Easily stream data at any scale, without having to manage capacity 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Kinesis Data Streams On-Demand is a new capacity mode for Kinesis 
Data Streams that provides automatic provisioning and scaling to handle 
gigabytes per minute of streaming data. Kinesis Data Streams offers pay-for-
use billing mode, starting as low as $0.015 per hour. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://aws.amazon.com/lake-formation
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-lake-formation-governed-tables-storage-security
https://aws.amazon.com/msk/features/msk-serverless/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-msk-serverless-public-preview
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=161391D7E8B3FD9895006E7E2B6B77D57F5F9A94E219E36C0EF7A270B923A6707D9B4FE483AA0A6D2B2DE65CEEA7854F
https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-kinesis-data-streams-on-demand
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=EC70E00705B0F404A28C8CA8CE1F77583E6FB3A4BCD0E805A83A8F7DEF476D8296EED6099D9111CD9BD829988F489245
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Application integration 

Amazon SQS dead-letter queues 
 

Enhance the dead-letter queue (DLQ) management experience for Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS)  
 
 

What is it? 
Use DLQs to handle messages that a consumer has not successfully processed. When a message's maximum receive count is exceeded, Amazon SQS moves the 
message to the DLQ associated with the original queue. DLQs must be of the same type as the source queue (standard or First-In-First-Out). You can inspect the 
messages in DLQs to understand why your consumer has not successfully received them. Once you have remediated the issues, you can move the messages 
from the DLQ to their respective source queues. 
 
 

Availability: 
Amazon SQS DLQ is available in the following Regions: 
 
US East (Ohio), US East (N. Virginia), US West (N. California), US West (Oregon), Africa (Cape Town), Asia Pacific (Hong Kong), Asia Pacific (Mumbai), Asia Pacific 
(Seoul), Asia Pacific (Singapore), Asia Pacific (Sydney), Asia Pacific (Tokyo), Asia Pacific (Osaka), Canada (Central), Europe (Frankfurt), Europe (Ireland), Europe 
(London), Europe (Milan), Europe (Paris), Europe (Stockholm), Middle East (Bahrain), South America (São Paulo), Asia Pacific (Beijing), Asia Pacific (Ningxia) 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/features
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-sqs-dead-letter-queue-management-experience-queues/
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Architecture 

Custom Lenses for the AWS Well-Architected Tool 
 

Add specific best practice guidance to the AWS Well-Architected Tool using 
custom lenses, to create your own pillars, questions, best practices, helpful 
resources, and improvement plans 
 
 

What is it? 
The AWS WA Tool is designed to help you review the state of your 
applications and workloads, and provide a central place for architectural best 
practices and guidance. The AWS WA Tool is based on the AWS Well-
Architected Framework, which was developed to help cloud architects build 
secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient application infrastructures. 
AWS solutions architects have used the Framework in tens of thousands of 
workload reviews, and it provides a consistent approach for evaluating your 
cloud architecture and implementing designs that will scale with your 
application needs over time. 
 
You can review workloads against best practices across the architectural 
pillars of operational excellence, security, reliability, performance efficiency, 
and cost optimization. The AWS WA Tool delivers a list of issues found in 
your workloads and step-by-step guidance to make improvements. You can 
also view the issues found across the portfolio of workloads. We recommend 
performing a workload review at major milestones in your development 
cycle. 
 
In addition to the standard guidance provided by the AWS WA Framework 
and AWS developed lenses, the AWS WA Tool allows you to add specific best 
practice guidance using custom lenses. By developing your own questions 
and evaluating your workloads using your organization’s best practices, you 
can perform reviews based on technology or governance requirements 
specific to your industry.  
 
Benefits: 
Access knowledge and best practices used by AWS solutions architects 
whenever you need it. Answer questions about your application or workload, 
and the AWS WA Tool delivers an action plan with step-by-step guidance on 
areas for improvement. 
 
The AWS WA Tool provides a single tool and consistent process to review 
and measure your cloud architectures. The tool allows you to monitor the 
status of multiple workloads across your organization and helps you 
understand potential risks. With the action plan, you can identify next steps 
for improvement, drive architectural decisions, and build for the cloud with 
confidence.  
 
The AWS WA Tool supports continuous improvement throughout the 
workload lifecycle. The tool makes it easy to save point-in-time milestones 
and track changes to your workload. Initiate new reviews as desired to help 
ensure your architecture improves over time.  
 
With the AWS WA Tool, you can create custom lenses and share them across 
your entire organization to measure workloads consistently. Specify rules to 
help you determine which options can result in a high or medium risk, and 
provide guidance on resolving those risks. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 The AWS Well-Architected Sustainability Pillar 
 

Learn, measure, and improve your organization’s workloads using 
environmental best practices for cloud computing 

 
 

What is it? 
The AWS Well-Architected Framework has been helping AWS customers 
improve their cloud workloads since 2015. The Framework consists of design 
principles, questions, and best practices across multiple pillars: operational 
excellence, security, reliability, performance efficiency, and cost 
optimization. We’re now introducing the AWS Well-Architected 
Sustainability Pillar to the AWS WA Framework to help your organization 
take steps to learn, measure, and improve its workloads using environmental 
best practices for cloud computing. 
 
Similar to the other pillars, the AWS Well-Architected Sustainability Pillar 
contains questions aimed at evaluating the design, architecture, and 
implementation of cloud workloads to reduce energy consumption and 
improve efficiency. The Sustainability Pillar is designed as a tool to track your 
progress toward policies and best practices that support a more sustainable 
future, not just a simple checklist. 
 
The shared responsibility model also applies to sustainability. AWS is 
responsible for the sustainability of the cloud, while AWS customers are 
responsible for sustainability in the cloud.  
 
 

Benefits: 
With an increasing number of organizations setting sustainability targets, 
CTOs, architects, developers, and operations team members are seeking 
ways they can directly contribute to their organization's sustainability goals. 
Using the AWS Well-Architected Sustainability Pillar, organizations can make 
informed decisions as they balance security, cost, performance, reliability, 
and operational excellence with sustainability outcomes for cloud workloads. 
Every action taken to reduce resource usage and increase efficiency across 
all components of a workload contributes to a reduced environmental 
impact for that workload, and can help contribute to your organization's 
wider sustainability goals. 
 
 

Availability: 
The AWS Well-Architected Sustainability Pillar is available as a whitepaper on 
the AWS Well-Architected website. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

https://aws.amazon.com/well-architected-tool/faqs
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-well-architected-tool-custom-lenses
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=DA6F0B0BB54C46EF630C491E292E08878B29E794E106D3EFBF43F471C8B427CE9B6CF7FD05FB287AA483D4FFBC941507
https://aws.amazon.com/architecture/well-architected
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/new-sustainability-pillar-aws-well-architected-framework
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AWS re:Post 
 

Community-driven Q&A service that provides expert technical guidance and best practices 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS re:Post is a new community-driven Q&A service to help AWS customers remove technical roadblocks, accelerate innovation, and enhance operations. 
re:Post allows you to ask questions about anything related to designing, building, deploying, and operating workloads on AWS, and get answers from community 
experts, including AWS customers, Partners, and employees.  
 
re:Post replaces AWS Forums and introduces new ways to improve the accuracy of answers provided, as well as the likelihood of receiving an answer from the 
community. re:Post automatically connects your question with subject matter experts, and it’s also integrated with AWS Support. Customers with AWS Premium 
Support subscriptions receive responses from AWS employees for questions not answered by the community. re:Post is part of the AWS Free Tier and available 
to anyone with an AWS account at the AWS re:Post page. 
 
 

Use cases: 
re:Post offers expert-reviewed answers to technical questions related to the design, development, deployment, and operation of applications built on AWS. 
 

• Remove technical roadblocks. Work with community experts to find solutions to your design, development, deployment, and operation blockers. 

• Reduce the burden on IT resources. Tap into self-service knowledge through the broader AWS community, reducing your dependency on in-house IT 
departments. 

• Build your AWS reputation. Create a profile, answer questions, and score reputation points that contribute to your community expert status. 

• Strengthen your cloud knowledge. Use re:Post to learn about AWS services, enhance your general cloud knowledge, or study for AWS certification exams. 
 
 

Availability: 
re:Post is available globally to anyone with an AWS account. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://repost.aws/
https://repost.aws/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-repost-community-question-answer-service
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=CFF47B5B235047B44CCFA353503CAA2A716FAB3B2D90C8770F4E2A58A850BCBE18103B675A0C055C402B37850EEB3FFF
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Artificial intelligence and machine learning 

Amazon Personalize new features 
 

User segmentation and use case optimized recommenders  
 
 

What is it? 
User segmentation 

Amazon Personalize now offers intelligent user segmentation so you can 
run more effective prospecting campaigns through your marketing 
channels. By using two new recipes, you can automatically segment your 
users based on their interest in different product categories, brands, and 
more. aws-item-affinity identifies users based on their interest in individual 
items, such as movies, songs, or products. aws-item-attribute identifies 
users based on the attributes they care about, such as genre or price point. 
This drives higher engagement with marketing campaigns, increases 
retention through targeted messaging, and improves the return on 
investment for your marketing spend. For sample cost calculations, see 
Amazon Personalize pricing.  
 
Use case optimized recommenders for retail, as well as media and 
entertainment 

New recommenders make it faster and easier to deliver high-performing 
personalized user experiences. You can choose from use cases like 
“Frequently Bought Together,” “Because You Watched X,” “Top Picks for 
You,” and more. Map your data to a recommender, and Amazon 
Personalize chooses the optimal settings for your use case and automates 
the work of creating and maintaining personalized recommendations. For 
sample cost calculations, see Amazon Personalize pricing. 

 
 

Availability: 
General availability. For more information, check the AWS Regional 
Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Breakout session recording and slides 

 Amazon Kendra new capabilities 
 

Experience Builder, Search Analytics Dashboard, Custom Document 
Enrichment 
 
 

What is it? 
Experience Builder 
You can now deploy a fully functional and customizable search experience 
with Amazon Kendra in a few clicks, without any coding or machine 
learning (ML) experience. Experience Builder delivers an intuitive visual 
workflow to quickly build, customize, and launch your Amazon Kendra–
powered search application securely on the cloud. You can start with the 
ready-to-use search experience template in the builder, which can be 
customized by simply dragging and dropping the components you want, 
such as filters or sorting. You can invite others to collaborate or test your 
search application for feedback, and then share the project with all users 
when you’re ready to deploy the experience. Amazon Kendra Experience 
Builder comes with AWS Single Sign-On (SSO) integration that supports 
popular identity providers such as Microsoft Azure Active Directory (AD) 
and Okta, delivering secure end-user SSO authentication while accessing 
the search experience.  
 
Search Analytics Dashboard 
Amazon Kendra Search Analytics Dashboard allows you to better 
understand quality and usability metrics across your Amazon Kendra–
powered search applications. The Search Analytics Dashboard helps 
administrators and content creators understand how easily end users are 
finding relevant search results, the quality of the search results, and gaps in 
the content. The dashboard provides a snapshot of how your users interact 
with your search application and how effective your search results are. The 
analytics data can be viewed in a visual dashboard in the console, or you 
can build your own dashboards by accessing the Search Analytics data 
through an API. The dashboard empowers you to dive deep into search 
trends and user behavior to identify insights, as well as bring clarity to 
potential areas of improvement.  
 
Custom Document Enrichment 
With Amazon Kendra Custom Document Enrichment capabilities, you can 
build a custom ingestion pipeline that pre-processes documents before 
they get indexed into Amazon Kendra. For example, while ingesting content 
from a repository like SharePoint using AWS connectors, you can enrich 
documents with additional metadata, convert scanned documents to text, 
classify documents, extract entities, and further transform the document 
using custom extract, transform, and load (ETL) processes. The enrichment 
is performed by simple rules that can be configured in the console or by 
invoking functions from AWS Lambda. These functions can optionally call 
other AWS artificial intelligence (AI) services such as Amazon Comprehend, 
Amazon Transcribe, or Amazon Textract. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post 
 

 

 
 
 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-personalize-intelligent-user-segmentation
https://aws.amazon.com/personalize/pricing/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/recommenders-optimized-personalized-media-entertainment-retail-amazon-personalize/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/recommenders-optimized-personalized-media-entertainment-retail-amazon-personalize/
https://aws.amazon.com/personalize/pricing/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/personalize/features/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=C7BC82E22351B565134461242CB84AE0DF5A3F734798BF704940A7026A8C9708931821CBA5B0EA7DF222C038F3D80A94
https://aws.amazon.com/kendra
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-kendra-experience-builder-search-analytics-dashboard-custom-document-enrichment
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Amazon Lex Automated Chatbot Designer (Preview)  

 

Accelerate conversation design   

 

What is it? 
Amazon Lex Automated Chatbot Designer helps you design chatbots using existing conversation transcripts in hours rather than weeks. Using machine learning 
(ML), it can analyze thousands of lines of transcripts in a couple of hours and provide an initial bot design that includes common intents and the information 
needed to fulfill them. You can iterate on the bot design to deliver effective conversational experiences. 
 
Designing conversational interfaces or chatbots is manual, time consuming, and prone to human errors. Developers often spend hundreds of hours analyzing 
transcripts and gathering the key information needed to design chatbots. With the Automated Chatbot Designer, you can off-load the analysis of conversation 
transcripts to Amazon Lex and accelerate the design of your chatbots, reduce errors, and improve your customer experience. 
 
You can try the Automated Chatbot Designer in Preview for free.   
 
 

Benefits: 

• Reduce manual effort. Analyze thousands of lines of transcripts to discover intents and compile a list of information required to fulfill them, reducing 
manual effort in conversation design. 

• Expedite conversation design. Automatically surface an initial bot design that you can then refine to launch conversational experiences faster. 

• Improve customer experience. Help your bot understand customers better by minimizing ambiguity between intents. Ensure that intents are well defined 
and well separated to avoid frustration and improve customer experience. 

 
 

Availability: 
Amazon Lex is available in 12 AWS Regions. For more information, check the AWS Regional Services page. 
 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post   

 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/lex
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-lex-automated-chatbox-designer
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Amazon SageMaker Canvas 
 

Generate accurate machine learning (ML) predictions—no code required 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon SageMaker Canvas is a visual point-and-click interface that expands ML access to business analysts, allowing them to generate accurate predictions 
without writing code or having ML expertise. SageMaker Canvas makes it easy to browse and access cloud and on-premises data sources. You can quickly combine, 
cleanse, and prepare datasets to ensure your data is ready for ML. SageMaker Canvas then makes it easy to build ML models and generate accurate predictions 
with just a few clicks. You can also easily export results, explain and interpret models, and share models with data scientists within your organization to review.    
 
 

Benefits: 
• Generate ML predictions without writing code. SageMaker Canvas provides a visual point-and-click interface for business analysts to build ML models and 

generate accurate predictions without writing code or having any previous ML experience. 
• Quickly access and prepare data for ML. With SageMaker Canvas, you can quickly connect and access data from cloud and on-premises data sources, 

combine datasets, and create unified datasets for training ML models. SageMaker Canvas automatically detects and corrects data errors and analyzes data 
readiness for ML.  

• Use built-in AutoML to generate predictions. SageMaker Canvas uses powerful AutoML technology from Amazon SageMaker to automatically create ML 
models based on your unique use case. This allows SageMaker Canvas to identify the best model based on your dataset so you can generate accurate 
predictions—whether singular or in bulk. 

• Validate ML models with data scientists. SageMaker Canvas is integrated with Amazon SageMaker Studio, making it easier for business analysts to share 
models and datasets with data scientists so they can validate and further refine the ML model.  

 
Use cases: 

• Predict customer churn. Use product-consumption and purchase-history data to uncover customer churn patterns and predict those at risk of churning in 
the future. 

• Optimize price and revenue. Predict the prices of goods and services using historical demand and pricing and seasonal trends to offer the best prices to 
customers while maximizing revenue.   

• Improve on-time deliveries. Predict delivery times using order, fulfillment, transit, and holiday data to optimize the supply chain and deliver goods with 
greater efficiency. 

• Plan inventory efficiently. Predict inventory needs by combining historical sales and demand data with associated web traffic, pricing, product category, 
weather, and holiday data. 

 
 

Availability: 
SageMaker Canvas is supported in the largest SageMaker Regions, including the following: 
 

US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (Oregon), Europe (Ireland), Europe (Frankfurt) 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/canvas
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-sagemaker-canvas-machine-learning-models/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=3D90E032EF42F6012117DBE9AE15AB57220491EF9777281EBA5DA7023E42D1F1960F6D62AD943B629DBB6B3DB8482016
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Amazon SageMaker Inference Recommender 
 

Automatic inference instance selection and load testing 

 
 

What is it? 
Amazon SageMaker Inference Recommender helps you choose the best available compute instance and configuration to deploy machine learning (ML) models for 
optimal inference performance and cost. SageMaker Inference Recommender automatically selects the compute instance type, instance count, container 
parameters, and model optimizations for inference to maximize performance and minimize cost. You can use SageMaker Inference Recommender from Amazon 
SageMaker Studio, the AWS Command Line Interface (CLI), or the AWS SDK, and within minutes, get recommendations to deploy your ML model. You can then 
deploy your model to one of the recommended instances or run a fully managed load test on a set of instance types you choose without worrying about testing 
infrastructure. You can review the results of the load test in SageMaker Studio and evaluate the trade-offs between latency, throughput, and cost to select the 
most optimal deployment configuration for your use case.  

 
 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

 

 

Amazon SageMaker Serverless Inference (Preview)  

 

Easily deploy machine learning (ML) models for inference without configuring or managing any of the underlying infrastructure 
 
 

What is it? 
For use cases with intermittent and unpredictable usage patterns, Amazon SageMaker Serverless Inference (Preview) allows you to deploy ML models on pay-per-
use pricing without worrying about servers or clusters. When deploying your model, simply select the serverless option, and Amazon SageMaker automatically 
provisions, scales, and turns off compute capacity based on the volume of inference requests. As a result, you don’t need to manage complex scaling policies and 
forecast traffic demand up front. With SageMaker Serverless Inference, you pay only for the compute capacity used to run the inference requests, billed by the 
millisecond, and the amount of data processed—you’re not charged for periods of no traffic. 

 
 
 
 

Availability: 
SageMaker Serverless Inference is available in public Preview in the following Regions: 
 
US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (Oregon), EU (Ireland), Asia Pacific (Tokyo), Asia Pacific (Sydney) 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/deploy
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-sagemaker-inference-recommender
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=B5B3512723C38142336C47CC1C079B9B8581A3B61AEE49D15F6C9C3A3F6A1115BE5E06013BC80F14F76853BC3349D3B2
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/deploy
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-sagemaker-serverless-inference
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=D1770B7B1DCA06234AB3BA41BB16E0A3E48FAC917C1CCCE25F2F1F4FFE4D697111F41F0AC48B921FD2265BF67DEDE1B7
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Amazon SageMaker Studio Lab (Preview) 

 

Learn and experiment with machine learning (ML) using a no-setup, free development environment 

 
 

What is it? 
Amazon SageMaker Studio Lab is a free ML development environment that provides compute, storage (up to 15 GB), and security—all at no cost—for anyone to 
learn and experiment with ML. All you need to get started is a valid email address—you don’t need to configure infrastructure, manage identity and access, or even 
sign up for an AWS account. SageMaker Studio Lab accelerates model building through GitHub integration, and it comes preconfigured with the most popular ML 
tools, frameworks, and libraries so can start immediately. SageMaker Studio Lab automatically saves your work so you don’t need to restart in between sessions. It’s 
as easy as closing your laptop and coming back later. 

 
 

Benefits: 
• No AWS account needed. To get started with SageMaker Studio Lab, use your email address to register for an account. Your SageMaker Studio Lab account is 

separate from an AWS account and doesn't require a credit card.  
• Choose compute power. SageMaker Studio Lab offers either CPU or GPU sessions for your project. You can choose to run Jupyter notebooks with a 12-hour 

CPU session for complex algorithms, or a four-hour GPU session for deep learning (DL) architectures such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). There's no limit to the number of compute sessions you can run—after a session ends you can start a new one.  

• Persistent storage. SageMaker Studio Lab provides persistent sessions with 15 GB of dedicated storage, so you can save your work and pick up where you left 
off.  

• Prepackaged ML frameworks. Choose the best Python package manager for your project, such as Pip, Conda, and Mamba. By default, SageMaker Studio Lab 
features support for the Terminal and Git command lines, and GitHub integration for collaboration. Setup is fast, and it's easy to run a notebook.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• ML education.  SageMaker Studio Lab allows students to open Jupyter notebooks instantly and get started with the ML frameworks TensorFlow, PyTorch, and 

Apache MXNet, as well as libraries such as XGBoost and AutoGluon. Conduct hands-on tutorials, exercises, and labs easily at no cost. ML instructors can spend 
more time teaching and less time debugging technical issues associated with cloud configuration. 

• Hackathons and challenges. Data science communities can use SageMaker Studio Lab to engage aspiring data scientists in challenges and hackathons, helping 
them gain hands-on experience and solve real-world problems. 

• Corporate ML training and workforce development. Enterprise training programs can use SageMaker Studio Lab in internal training and workforce 
development activities to meet the growing demand among working professionals seeking to build their skills in data science and ML, conduct experiments, 
and implement rapid prototypes. 

 
 

Availability: 
Users do not choose a Region. SageMaker Studio Lab removes the complexity of having to choose a Region. Instead, sign in to the URL and start building ML models. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://studiolab.sagemaker.aws/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/studio-lab/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-sagemaker-studio-lab-no-configuration-ml-service
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=197871E5554BD24B7A4E701D9120EFC25CEE43D0790ABF91534C66362867726DFCFC2CA815760F895B9BCE1C9B0BF17F
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Amazon SageMaker Training Compiler 
 

A deep learning (DL) compiler that accelerates the training of DL models by up to 50% 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon SageMaker Training Compiler is a DL compiler that accelerates the model training process by up to 50% through graph- and kernel-level optimizations 
that make more efficient use of GPUs. Moreover, you can add either data parallelism or model parallelism to your training script with a few lines of code, and the 
Amazon SageMaker distributed training libraries will automatically split models and training datasets across GPU instances to help you complete distributed 
training faster. 
 
State-of-the-art DL models consist of complex multilayered neural networks with billions of parameters that can take thousands of GPU hours to train. Optimizing 
such models on training infrastructure requires extensive knowledge of DL and systems engineering; this is challenging even for narrow use cases. Although there 
are open-source implementations of compilers that optimize the DL training process, they can lack the flexibility to integrate DL frameworks with certain 
hardware, such as GPU instances. 
 
SageMaker Training Compiler is a capability of SageMaker that makes these hard-to-implement optimizations to reduce training time on GPU instances. The 
compiler optimizes DL models to accelerate training by more efficiently using SageMaker machine learning (ML) GPU instances. SageMaker Training Compiler is 
available at no additional charge within SageMaker and can help reduce total billable time as it accelerates training. 
 
 

Availability: 
Available in the following Regions at general availability: 
 
US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (Oregon), and Europe (Ireland) 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

 
 
 
  

Amazon SageMaker Ground Truth Plus 
 

Create high-quality training datasets without having to build labeling applications or manage a labeling workforce 

 
 

What is it? 
With Amazon SageMaker Ground Truth Plus, you can easily create high-quality training datasets without having to build labeling applications or manage labeling 
workforces on your own. SageMaker Ground Truth Plus helps reduce data labeling costs by up to 40%. SageMaker Ground Truth Plus provides an expert 
workforce that is trained on machine learning (ML) tasks and can help meet your data security, privacy, and compliance requirements. You simply upload your 
data, and SageMaker Ground Truth Plus creates data labeling workflows and manages workflows on your behalf.  

 
 

Availability: 
Available in the US East (N. Virginia) Region.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/train
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-sagemaker-training-compiler-dl-model-training-50
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=878B5B0BAD1BA536C627C0EF692DBA914A5C0F5D98D39FD0AB9240B7C08706BE3BE847B4F2046671C6FF87FFD42997A7
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/data-labeling
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-sagemaker-ground-truth-plus
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=599FABACBA3582F8C9FF4A12EA362ED859E5A66222D8DD2EFF3F54C33802F3EE11FA68F90911DE3A42FF615AEE5B5C93
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Amazon CodeGuru Reviewer Secrets Detector 
 

Machine learning (ML)–based analysis to help you detect secrets that are 
hard-coded in your repository or configuration files  
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon CodeGuru Reviewer Secrets Detector uses ML-based analysis to help 
you detect secrets that are hard-coded in your repository or configuration 
files, including passwords, API keys, SSH keys, access tokens, database 
connection strings, and JSON Web Tokens (JWTs).  
 
 

Benefits: 
Part of Amazon CodeGuru Reviewer, CodeGuru Secrets Detector is an 
automated mechanism that checks code for these secrets and provides 
point-and-click steps to secure them using AWS Secrets Manager. It can also 
identify specific keys generated by the most common API providers, 
including AWS, Atlassian, GitHub, Salesforce, HubSpot, and Stripe.  
 
 

Availability: 
CodeGuru is currently available in 10 AWS Regions:  
 
US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (Oregon), Europe (Ireland), 
Europe (Frankfurt), Europe (London), Europe (Stockholm), Asia Pacific 
(Singapore), Asia Pacific (Sydney), Asia Pacific (Tokyo) 
 

For the latest information, see the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post 
 
 

 Amazon SageMaker Studio Notebooks 
 

New ways to conduct data processing, analytics, and machine learning (ML) 
workflows in one unified Studio notebook 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon SageMaker Studio now offers new ways to conduct data processing, 
analytics, and ML workflows in one unified Studio notebook. Just as you can 
write different documents from one word processing program, you can use 
this universal Studio notebook to access a wide range of data sources and 
write code for any transformation for a variety of data workloads. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Wide variety of data sources. Studio notebooks have built-in 

integration with Spark, Hive, and Presto running on Amazon EMR 
clusters and data lakes running on Amazon Simple Storage Service 
(S3)—with support for additional data sources coming in early 2022—
so you can access and manipulate data without switching services.  

• Complete data processing. Browse and query data sources, explore 
metadata and schemas, and start processing jobs for analytics or ML 
workflows.   

• Code in your preferred framework. Write code using your preferred 
framework to build, train, and deploy ML models—all without leaving 
the universal Studio notebook.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• Data processing. With Studio notebooks, you can interactively access, 

transform, and analyze a wide range of data in a highly visual way so 
it's easier to prepare data for any workload.  

• ML. You can write code on preferred frameworks such as TensorFlow 
and PyTorch to build ML applications.  

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  

Amazon Textract AnalyzeID 
 

Specialized support for identity documents 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Textract AnalyzeID can extract data from identity documents (IDs) 
such as passports, driver’s licenses, and state IDs issued by the U.S., without 
the need for templates or configuration. 

 
Resources: 
Blog post   
 

 
 

AWS AI & ML Scholarship Program 
 

Hands-on learning, scholarships, and mentorship for people underserved or 
underrepresented in tech 

 
 

What is it? 
The AWS Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) Scholarship 
program, in collaboration with Intel and Udacity, aims to help 
underrepresented and underserved high school and college students learn 
foundational ML concepts to prepare them for careers in AI and ML. Using 
the all-new AWS DeepRacer Student service, the program lets students from 
around the world access dozens of hours of free training modules and 
tutorials on the basics of ML and its real-world applications. Two thousand 
students are eligible to earn scholarships annually as part of Amazon's 
commitment to a more diverse future AI and ML workforce. Eligible students 
must successfully complete an application, complete educational module 
quizzes, and meet AWS DeepRacer Student League performance targets. The 
DeepRacer Student League is a global autonomous racing competition 
exclusively for AWS AI and ML students. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

 
 
 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/codeguru/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-codeguru-reviewer-hardcoded-secrets-java-python/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/build
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-sagemaker-studio-data-notebook-integration-emr
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-textract-automated-processing-identity-documents
https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/scholarship
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-ai-ml-scholarship-program-intel-udacity-workforce
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AWS Marketplace 
 

 

AWS Data Exchange for APIs 
 

Find, subscribe to, and use hundreds of third-party APIs in the cloud 
  
 

What is it? 
AWS Data Exchange for APIs allows you to find, subscribe to, and use third-party API products from providers on AWS Data Exchange. With AWS Data Exchange for 
APIs, use AWS-native authentication and governance, explore consistent API documentation, and use supported AWS SDKs to make API calls. Data providers can 
now reach millions of AWS customers that consume API-based data by adding their APIs to the AWS Data Exchange catalog, and more easily manage subscriber 
authentication, entitlement, and billing. 
 
 

Benefits: 
For subscribers: 

• Find the APIs your organization needs—all in one place. Browse the AWS Data Exchange catalog of products containing APIs, and view relevant information 
on product detail pages.  

• Subscribe to APIs from multiple vendors. Easily manage and govern your organization's subscriptions and entitlements through the AWS Data Exchange 
console, AWS License Manager, and AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM).  

• Easily call third-party APIs. Use AWS SDKs to make API calls using your AWS credentials. 
 
For data providers: 

• Reach AWS customers with your APIs. 
• Manage subscriptions and entitlements. 
• Make it easy for customers to use your APIs. 

 
 

Availability: 
Available in 25 AWS Regions. See details on the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

AWS Marketplace for Containers Anywhere 
 

Easily find Kubernetes applications and deploy them on AWS or on premises  
 
 

What is it? 
With AWS Marketplace for Containers Anywhere, you can find, subscribe to, and deploy third-party Kubernetes applications from AWS Marketplace on any 
Kubernetes cluster in any environment, extending the container capabilities of AWS Marketplace. You can deploy third-party Kubernetes applications on premises 
using Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service Anywhere (EKS Anywhere). You can also deploy self-managed Kubernetes clusters on premises or on Amazon Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2). Find over 500 vetted container applications on AWS Marketplace, where you can manage upgrades with a few clicks and track all your 
licenses and bills in one place. Discover commercial and open-source Kubernetes-based applications from popular independent software vendors (ISVs), and deploy 
these applications in any Kubernetes environment in minutes, including on premises. When using AWS Marketplace for Containers Anywhere, you have the same 
benefits you get with any other products on AWS Marketplace, including consolidated billing, flexible payment options, and lower pricing for long-term contracts. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Ease of deployment. Deploy applications on Amazon EKS, Amazon EKS Anywhere, or any self-managed Kubernetes cluster on AWS or on premises.    
• Consistent deployment experience. Scale faster by procuring an application that has been scanned for common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVEs).  
• Extensive catalog. Save time by purchasing on AWS Marketplace, which offers open-source and commercial Kubernetes applications.  

 

Use cases: 
• Find Kubernetes management applications. Browse a growing catalog of Kubernetes management applications to find the ones you need.  
• Deploy anywhere. Subscribe to and deploy third-party Kubernetes applications on any AWS managed or self-managed Kubernetes cluster, on Amazon EC2, 

or on premises.  
• Manage licenses across your AWS Organization. Share licenses across your Organization. Licenses are transferable between Kubernetes clusters. 
• Migrate to AWS. Deploy third-party Kubernetes applications to -premises Kubernetes clusters and migrate to AWS using the same license when ready. 

 

 
Availability: 
Available in 25 AWS Regions. See details on the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/data-exchange/features/aws-data-exchange-for-apis/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-data-exchange-for-apis/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=25A888BA6D45CF10EFF48F1D71E1977795D551A864E70405EF64B75C1C97DF62879C4EB2450DE0FDD0072D6EF325E8A2
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/features/containers
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-customers-find-subscribe-deploy-kubernetes-aws-marketplace/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=0AC152F8DA186579EF73CE4BAF2C9AF91B3AFED1A95CB016B495EF78DB3E579430595BE7B88F2D2006B16225AEFF52FF
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Business applications 
 

Amazon Connect new capabilities 
 

Automated call summarization in Contact Lens for Amazon Connect and Automated Chatbot Designer in Amazon Lex 
 
 

What is it? 
Automated call summarization in Contact Lens for Amazon Connect 
Call summarization (generally available) is a new capability in Contact Lens for Amazon Connect that uses machine learning (ML) to automatically generate a 
summary of customer service conversations, improving the productivity of agents and managers so they can focus on providing excellent customer experiences. 
Contact center agents typically spend between five and 10 minutes after each call summarizing notes, and managers spend a significant amount of time listening to 
call recordings or reading transcripts when they’re investigating customer issues. Contact Lens for Amazon Connect with call summarization helps agents and 
managers become more efficient by automatically generating a summary after customer calls. Using ML, this new call summarization capability automatically 
identifies key parts of a customer conversation, assigns a tag (such as issue, outcome, or action item), and displays a summary that can be expanded to view the 
call’s full transcript. With call summarization, agents can consistently and accurately capture key parts of the customer interaction, and then revisit the summary 
when they’re following up with a customer to resolve an issue. Managers can quickly understand the context of an interaction by viewing the call summary 
alongside the call recording and contact details on Amazon Connect—instead of spending time reading the entire transcript. The new Contact Lens for Amazon 
Connect call summarization capability makes agents more efficient, decreases customer wait times, and makes it easier for managers to understand the context of 
a call. 
 
Amazon Lex Automated Chatbot Designer 
Amazon Lex Automated Chatbot Designer (available in Preview) is a new capability that uses ML to reduce chatbot design times from weeks to hours. Amazon Lex 
helps you build, test, and deploy voice and text bots (also known as chatbots) for services like Amazon Connect. Many customer service organizations use chatbots 
to answer customer questions, provide information, and complete tasks like paying a bill. However, designing a chatbot is manual, time consuming, and complex. It 
requires a deep understanding of spoken language and human interactions. Developers start the chatbot design process by analyzing transcripts to find the reason 
for the contact and the desired outcome, which are commonly called “intents” by chatbot designers. For example, a person contacting an insurance company to file 
a claim might say, “My basement is flooded. I need to start a new claim.” The intent in this case is to “file a new claim.” Chatbot developers can spend weeks 
listening to call recordings and analyzing thousands of lines of customer service transcripts to find the right intents to design contact center chatbots. However, that 
process is difficult and prone to error, and it could lead to poor customer experiences. A chatbot with missing, incomplete, or overlapping intents will fail to resolve 
issues and requests accurately, resulting in frustrated customers. However, the Automated Chatbot Designer uses ML to automatically design chatbots in hours 
instead of weeks. First, developers access the Automated Chatbot Designer and upload transcripts by going to the Amazon Lex console. Next, the Automated 
Chatbot Designer uses ML to analyze those transcripts and creates an initial chatbot design. The automated chatbot designer can analyze thousands of lines of 
transcripts within a few hours, minimizing developer effort and reducing the time required to design a chatbot. In the Amazon Lex console, the Automated Chatbot 
Designer includes common intents, associated phrases, and a list of information the chatbot will need to capture to resolve issues (such as the customer policy 
number and claim type). Developers can iterate on that initial design, change chatbot prompts and responses, and then build, test, and deploy the chatbot on 
Amazon Lex. With the Automated Chatbot Designer, you can streamline the lengthy design process and create chatbots that understand customer requests and 
improve customer experiences.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/connect/contact-lens
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/contact-lens-amazon-connect-machine-learning-powered-call-summarization
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=89A802F966330997478BD39079291F4FE4A26E1ACA33E57BFF5593479E9365EAF231056648E9F459AFC8B67E989AA32B
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Cloud Operating Model 

Amazon CloudWatch RUM 
 

Optimize end-user experience by reducing mean time to resolution (MTTR) for client-side performance issues 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon CloudWatch RUM helps application developers and DevOps engineers optimize end-user experience by reducing MTTR for client-side performance issues. 
The service provides real user monitoring (RUM) so you can monitor the client-side performance of your web applications (desktop and mobile browser) in real 
time and quickly resolve any issues. Obtain relevant debugging data—such as error messages, stack traces, and user sessions—to fix performance issues like 
JavaScript errors, crashes, and latencies. You can also isolate the end-user impact to the number of users, geolocations, or browsers. RUM enhances the end-user 
observability of the Amazon CloudWatch Application Performance Monitoring (APM) portfolio.  
 
RUM reduces MTTR by identifying client-side performance issues for a quicker resolution. With RUM, Amazon CloudWatch now includes all application monitoring 
data, including frontend and backend metrics—giving you more visibility into your application’s performance. For example, RUM surfaces relevant debugging data 
for errors by providing user session data to recreate the issue, stack traces, and trace to the backend infrastructure nodes through an integration with Amazon 
CloudWatch ServiceLens and AWS X-Ray. RUM helps developers prioritize features and bug fixes by aggregating how users are interacting with the application, such 
as comparing bounced user sessions. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Reduce MTTR by identifying client-side performance issues for a quicker resolution.  
• Surface relevant debugging data—such as error messages, stack traces, and tracing to server-side infrastructure—through an integration with CloudWatch 

ServiceLens and X-Ray. Consolidate application monitoring data, including client- and server-side metrics and traces, to gain more visibility into your 
application's performance. 

• Understand last mile performance in the end-user experience, including DNS resolution and initial connection time.  
• Quantify user impact and prioritize accordingly. Determine how prevalent an issue is, and spot performance anomalies pertaining to a location, browser, or 

device.  
 

Use cases: 
• Optimize the end-user experience.  RUM allows for day-to-day monitoring of web applications' client-side performance. Spot issues (including errors and 

slow page loads) or anomalies (interactions with browsers) and fix them to optimize the customer experience. 
• Connect the client side to resources. Use the X-Ray tracing feature to connect any client-side interaction to server-side infrastructure resources. 
• Understand user interaction with applications. Gain insights into how users interact with your applications, including aggregate page-to-page navigation. 

 
 

 
Resources: 

Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-cloudwatch-rum-applications-client-side-performance
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=6B99F480FC230E0F1854CB072762D4F3009EE1C02ED75C35A91AA5B7EDE48E0E1FBE46AF8AA0E76C4DA75465D084C3D0
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Amazon CloudWatch Evidently 
 

Safely validate new features across the full software stack before release 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon CloudWatch Evidently is a new feature for application developers that allows them to safely validate new features across the full software stack before 
release. Use Evidently to conduct experiments, reduce risk, and identify unintended consequences before rolling out features for general use. When launching new 
features, you can expose features to certain users, monitor key metrics such as page load times or conversions, and then safely increase to a wider user base. 
Evidently also allows you to try out different designs, collect user data, and release the best design in production. With Evidently, optimize user experience by using 
a single solution for complete application monitoring through Amazon CloudWatch.   
 
Evidently is a safe launch monitoring and experimentation feature to manage user traffic allocation, run experiments, and capture user data. Launch a new feature 
to a small set of users, collect data, get alerted for issues, and then iterate as required. You can also identify unintended consequences, reduce risks, and safely 
launch new features. Monitor CloudWatch metrics, including those generated by Amazon CloudWatch RUM. RUM is a real user monitoring (RUM) feature that 
collects client-side application performance and user journeys. With the addition of Evidently, CloudWatch is now the only tool you need to monitor and verify the 
end-user experience. Evidently removes the guesswork by helping developers conduct experiments, try different designs and configurations, get user feedback, and 
deploy the chosen design to production. Correctly interpret and act on the results, without the need for advanced statistical knowledge. The Evidently statistical 
engine runs robust analysis on the results, providing insights such as anytime-valid p-values and confidence intervals—allowing you to make decisions even as the 
experiment is in progress. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Reduce the risk of application disruption through controlled launches and experiments to validate new features before rolling them out for general use.  
• Launch application features faster by easily correlating user metrics, and help them remain safer through more control and visibility into your launches.  
• Remove guesswork by allowing developers to conduct experiments, try different designs and configurations, get user feedback, and deploy the chosen 

design to production.  
• Interpret and act on experimental results without the need for advanced statistical knowledge.  
• Validate the user experience by using a single solution for complete application monitoring through CloudWatch.  

 

Use cases: 
• Controlled launches (traffic splitting). Use Evidently to split traffic between different versions of a new user-facing feature or backend implementation. 

Separate launches from deployments, and use the optional stop switch to return to the default version. 
• Launch monitoring. Gain visibility into your metrics based on the version served. 
• Blue/green deployment monitoring. Monitor your blue/green deployments by tracing the error counts of each version and setting an alarm on those 

metrics. 
• Experimentation. Try different designs and configurations, get statistical results for decision-making such as anytime-valid p-values and confidence intervals, 

and launch the chosen design to production. 
 
 

Availability: 
Generally available in nine AWS Regions:  
 
US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (Oregon), Europe (Ireland), Europe (Frankfurt), Europe (Stockholm), Asia Pacific (Sydney), Asia Pacific (Tokyo), Asia 
Pacific (Singapore) 
 
For more information, see the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-cloudwatch-evidently-feature-experimentation-safer-launches
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=7E6EA514717B380A1CEF7553AE791A3CC5B938926ACE273ED4D8041841904FA5164ADE88A8B679B520DED5E8AEB70089
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AWS Chatbot supports the management of AWS 
resources in Slack (Preview)  

 

Manage AWS resources and remediate issues in AWS workloads by running 
AWS Command Line Interface (CLI) commands and AWS System Manager 
automation runbooks from Slack channels 

 

Benefits:  

• Manage AWS resources in Slack. Securely run AWS CLI commands to 
configure AWS resources and remediate issues with AWS Chatbot. 
Service administrators can tailor AWS Chatbot permissions to their 
compliance and security needs with features such as AWS Identity and 
Access Management (IAM) user roles for running mutative AWS CLI 
commands, as well as IAM channel guardrails for granting the least 
privileges to channel members. 

• Remediate issues and operate CloudOps workflows by running AWS 
Systems Manager Automation runbooks. Run Automation runbooks 
from Slack channels to resolve issues and run CloudOps workflows. 
Look up AWS Systems Manager runbooks, supply runbook 
parameters, and then run the runbook from Slack channels. AWS 
Chatbot also delivers runbook status notifications in Slack to update 
you on the runbook progress. 

• Natural language–based task understanding. AWS Chatbot also 
accelerates task completion with natural language–aided task 
understanding. When members in chatrooms type tasks, such as 
“@aws describe cw alarms,” AWS Chatbot understands the implied 
AWS CLI service, operation, and parameters from the typed inputs. It 
guides channel members in correcting syntax errors, completing the 
AWS CLI command, and prompting required parameters before 
successfully initiating command execution. 

 
Use cases: 
DevOps and engineering teams are increasingly moving their operations, 
system management, and CI/CD workflows to chat applications to streamline 
activities and improve team collaboration. Without a secure and integrated 
ChatOps experience, managing AWS resources and resolving issues requires 
switching contexts between different tools, correlating data from various 
sources, and continuously sharing progress in the chat room, leading to 
communication overhead and long task completion cycles. On receiving 
notifications in Slack channels, AWS customers were required to switch to 
the AWS Management Console, AWS CLI, or other tools to remediate the 
incidents and configure their AWS environments.  
 
However, with this new feature in AWS Chatbot, you can now monitor, 
operate, and troubleshoot AWS workloads from Slack channels without 
switching context between Slack and other AWS management tools. Securely 
run AWS CLI commands from your Slack channels to perform common 
DevOps tasks, including scaling Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 
instances, running AWS Systems Manager runbooks, and changing AWS 
Lambda concurrency limits. Additionally, service administrators can use 
policy guardrails, as well as account-level and user-role permissions, to meet 
their security and compliance needs. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

 SSM-IoT Integration with AWS Systems Manager 
 

Manage both system software and applications for edge devices through an 
integrated experience in the AWS IoT Greengrass console 
 
 

What is it? 
SSM-IoT Integration is a new AWS IoT Greengrass integration with AWS 
Systems Manager that allows IT and edge-device administrators to securely 
manage their edge devices, such as industrial equipment and PCs, alongside 
their IT assets, such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances, AWS 
Outposts, and on-premises servers. As a result, administrators can manage 
system software—such as patching, as well as remote access and edge 
application management—using a single integrated console.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• SSM-IoT Integration increases edge-device administrator efficiency by 

allowing administrators to manage both system software and 
applications for edge devices through an integrated experience in the 
AWS IoT Greengrass console.  

• With SSM-IoT Integration, edge-device administrators can provision, 
patch, and remotely access their fleet of edge devices, such as 
industrial PCs, using a one-time wizard-based onboarding experience.  

• SSM-IoT Integration saves time and money by also allowing IT 
administrators to view and manage AWS IoT Greengrass devices 
alongside IT assets, such as Amazon EC2 instances, with a consistent 
set of tools and operational policies on Systems Manager, without the 
need to invest in any custom integrations.   

 

Use cases: 
• Visualize edge devices alongside IT assets, such as EC2 instances and 

on-premises instances, using Systems Manager. 
• Easily automate the system software management of edge devices 

using prebuilt Systems Manager runbooks. 
• Manage system software and edge-device applications through an 

integrated experience. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/chatbot/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-chatbot-management-resources-slack/
https://aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/features/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/securely-manage-aws-iot-greengrass-edge-devices-aws-systems-manager/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=1507D32D159F56F688C9BDA454C1D7F52823BED1CF62171B370C26B248B50162A8FD19FA30D5CC8CA7CABCAD5E38119D
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AWS Control Tower new features 
 

AWS Control Tower Account Factory for Terraform (AFT) and data residency guardrails  
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Control Tower offers the easiest way to set up and govern a secure, multi-account AWS environment. It establishes a landing zone based on best-practice 
blueprints, and allows governance using guardrails you can choose from a prepackaged list. The landing zone is a well-architected, multi-account baseline that 
follows AWS best practices. Guardrails implement governance rules for security, compliance, and operations. 
 
AWS Control Tower is for customers who want to create or manage their multi-account AWS environment with best practices. It offers prescriptive guidance to 
govern your AWS environment at scale. It gives you control over your environment without sacrificing the speed and agility AWS provides for builders. You will 
benefit from AWS Control Tower if you’re building a new AWS environment, starting your journey with AWS, beginning a new cloud initiative, completely new to 
AWS, or have an existing multi-account AWS environment but would prefer a solution with built-in blueprints and guardrails. 
 
AWS Control Tower now supports the Terraform pipeline to provision and customize your accounts through AWS Control Tower Account Factory for Terraform 
(AFT). New data residency guardrails help keep your customer data in the AWS Regions you specify. 
 
The Customizations for AWS Control Tower solution combines AWS Control Tower with other highly available, trusted AWS services to help you more quickly set 
up a secure, multi-account AWS environment using AWS best practices. Before deploying this solution, you must have an AWS Control Tower landing zone 
deployed in your account. 
 
AWS Marketplace now offers integrated third-party software solutions for AWS Control Tower. Built by independent software vendors (ISVs), these solutions help 
solve infrastructure and operational use cases, including security for a multi-account environment, centralized networking, operational intelligence, and Security 
and Information Event Management (SIEM). 
 
 

Availability: 
To see a current list of Regions where AWS Control Tower is available, please visit the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/implementations/customizations-for-aws-control-tower/
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/solutions/control-tower/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/controltower
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-control-tower-controls-data-residency-requirements/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=E4C6F15959D08AA2C5BA72A6C51B00B8CCD42543E480A3555809CD235611B5D649BF138B1C1428A970CB12331DE22D55
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Amazon CloudWatch Metrics Insights 
 

Analyze and visualize operational metrics at scale 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon CloudWatch Metrics Insights is a high-performance query engine that helps you sort and analyze your operational metrics in real time and create 
aggregations as you go using standard SQL queries. Metrics Insights helps you understand your application’s health and performance by allowing you to analyze 
your metrics at scale. The query engine is integrated with Amazon CloudWatch dashboards so you can save queries in your health and performance dashboards for 
a better monitoring experience. You can also access Metrics Insights on Amazon Managed Grafana and Grafana open-source consoles to empower your Grafana 
dashboards with fast, flexible, and powerful query capability. These features are also all available programmatically through the AWS Command Line Interface (CLI), 
AWS SDK, and AWS CloudFormation.  
 
Metrics Insights is the fastest way to gain real-time operational insights and react to those insights from large-scale time-series data. With grouping and aggregation 
capabilities, you can query across CloudWatch metrics at scale for a high-level overview of your applications and infrastructure, allowing you to pinpoint issues 
more quickly. Metrics Insights also allows you to create health and performance dashboards using your query results to monitor whether your applications are 
failing (due to an issue such as memory leaks), which could impact the end customer experience. You can now query across millions of metrics, sort and limit 
results, and filter metrics to, for example, see the most CPU-intensive Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Get operational insights by sorting your data according to application name, AWS Auto Scaling group, instance type, or any other label you choose to define 

your metrics and resources and understand your business.  
• Define application-level dashboards to monitor service health and when you need to troubleshoot. Easily refine queries to pinpoint issues and resolve them 

quickly.  
• Predict problems earlier, prevent issues from occurring, and troubleshoot to quickly isolate, diagnose, and remediate issues.   

 
 

Use cases: 
• Infrastructure monitoring and troubleshooting. Metrics Insights helps you analyze your operational metrics from different perspectives to gain insights 

about the patterns in your infrastructure's performance in real time. Aggregate your default AWS metrics by AWS resource tag or property. For example, 
instantly analyze thousands of instances by CPU utilization to troubleshoot a nonresponsive application. You can also group your metrics by Auto Scaling 
group to identify the problematic group and pinpoint failing instances. Once the instance is isolated, you can now recover the application by quickly 
rebooting problematic instances. In addition, create dashboards on a Metrics Insights query, identify the problematic instance, and take preventive actions 
earlier before the application fails. 

• Application monitoring. With Metrics Insights, you can use your existing custom metrics or publish new metrics at any scale by using labels that represent 
groupings relevant to your business, such as application name, environment, owner, or version numbers. For example, monitor and compare order-rate 
performance on retail websites in different countries. To accomplish this, group your order-rate metric by country and sum the metrics to visualize and 
compare each site's performance. Metrics Insights is a powerful, interactive query engine that will help you sort and analyze your metrics down to the finest 
detail to help you quickly gain actionable insights on your business. 

• Deployment monitoring. Metrics Insights uses a range of powerful, out-of-the-box chart types to help you aggregate and group your metrics and visualize 
results. These chart types will stay up to date as resources are deployed or terminated. For example, when monitoring blue/green deployments, publish 
metrics with labels representing error type, version, and application name or ID; create a Metrics Insights query to summarize error counts by version; and 
then create a dashboard for it. Next, you can monitor the sum of error metrics and identify when that number changes due to a new version that was 
introduced. As a result, you can identify when you need to roll back the new version, reducing the risks and eliminating the downtime.  

• Integration with independent software vendor (ISV) tools. Use the Metrics Insights flexible query engine not only through the CloudWatch Metrics console, 
but also through other services using the Amazon CloudWatch GetMetricData API, such as the Amazon CloudWatch plugin for Grafana. This improves the 
compatibility of Metrics Insights with other services, as well as its integration capability with data outside CloudWatch. With this ability, for instance, you can 
run your SQL queries on the GetMetricData API and easily plot your graphs and dashboards on Grafana. 

 
 

Availability: 
Available in all AWS commercial Regions except China. For more information, see the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-cloudwatch-metrics-insights-preview
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=3B00EE90198F5E8842B259AB52FDA1DCA02D232BADAEF7CFEEB4B7FA5FAAF78E04A1F281AA181A9E3F83F26481F76958
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Compute 

AWS Compute Optimizer enhanced infrastructure 
metrics 
 

Recommends optimal AWS resources to reduce costs and improve 
performance for your workloads 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Compute Optimizer now offers enhanced infrastructure metrics, a 
feature that, when activated, enhances your Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud 
(EC2) instance and AWS Auto Scaling group recommendations by capturing 
monthly or quarterly utilization patterns.  

 
 

Benefits: 
Enhance your Amazon EC2 instance and Auto Scaling group 
recommendations by capturing monthly or quarterly utilization patterns. 
 
 

Use cases: 
If you have monthly or quarterly usage patterns, the three-month lookback 
can make Amazon EC2 and Auto Scaling group recommendations more 
accurate and representative of workload characteristics.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 AWS Outposts servers 
 

Run AWS Outposts in locations with limited space or smaller capacity 
requirements 
 
 

What is it? 
Outposts servers, which are a part of the Outposts family, provide local 
compute and networking services for sites with space and capacity 
constraints, like retail stores, branch offices, healthcare provider locations, or 
factory floors. They’re ideal for low-latency and local data processing needs.  
 
Outposts servers are delivered directly to you, and installed by either your 
on-site personnel or a third-party vendor. Once connected to your network, 
AWS will remotely provision compute and storage resources. With Outposts 
servers, you can run native AWS services locally, such as Amazon Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2), Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS), and AWS IoT 
Greengrass. You can use the same AWS APIs, control plane, and tools you’re 
familiar with to manage servers across hundreds or thousands of on-
premises locations. 

 
 

Benefits: 
• Deploy fully managed, rack-mountable servers on premises for space-

constrained locations or smaller capacity requirements.  
• Deliver innovative applications requiring low-latency, local data 

processing closer to end users and on-premises systems.  
• Build and operate with familiar AWS infrastructure, services, APIs, and 

tools for a truly consistent hybrid experience.  
 
 

Use cases: 

• Manufacturing. Process and analyze data that responds in near real 
time to factory floor equipment. Reduce error rates and improve your 
operational outcomes by processing data and images from your on-
premises production line with AWS IoT services and machine learning 
(ML). 

• Telecommunications. Use cloud services and tools to orchestrate, 
update, scale, and manage your networks. Deliver the high 
performance and low latency required for SD-WAN and private 5G 
applications on Outposts servers. 

• Retail. Run sales systems at all your retail shop locations for low 
latency and local network access. Aggregate inventory data and 
analyze customer behavior using data lakes and ML models running in 
an AWS Region. 

• Healthcare clinics and hospitals. Identify trends and conditions by 
analyzing real-time equipment data and using ML inference. Allow for 
rapid evaluation of patient monitoring devices to accelerate medical 
diagnosis. 

 
 

Availability: 
Outposts can be shipped to and installed in the following countries and 
territories: 
 

• NA: the US and Canada 
• EMEA: All EU countries, the United Kingdom (UK), Switzerland, 

Norway, Bahrain, Gibraltar, and Morocco 
• APAC: Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Hong Kong Special 

Administrative Region, Macau, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, and Brunei  

• CA: Puerto Rico  
 
Support for more countries and territories is coming soon. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/compute-optimizer/
https://aws.amazon.com/compute-optimizer/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-compute-optimizer-enhanced-infrastructure-metrics-ec2-instances/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=6327622237B73AE626A989F9FE9862338A7BF2C241DBE365C2120945C9F9262C80AE7D126277504DC0C334986BFE33F5
https://aws.amazon.com/outposts
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-outposts-form-factors
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=3E933914C9A4678CC188333C4C6E096A115C75CB14D9F61235B058BD54C163F480C7AEA25F454739EF3EEDAEDA574006
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Amazon EC2 Im4gn and Is4gen instances 
 

Best price performance on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) for storage-intensive applications 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon EC2 Im4gn and Is4gen instances are next-generation, storage-optimized instances designed for running applications that require high throughput and 
low-latency access to large amounts of data on local SSD storage, such as SQL databases (MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL), NoSQL databases (Cassandra, ScyllaDB, 
MongoDB), search engines, analytics, streaming, and large distributed file systems. They’re powered by AWS Graviton2 processors and provide up to 30 TB of 
storage with AWS Nitro SSDs. The AWS Nitro SSDs are AWS-designed SSDs that provide high I/O performance, low latency, minimal latency variability, and security 
with always-on encryption. 
 
Im4gn instances provide the best price performance for storage-optimized workloads on Amazon EC2 and up to 100 Gbps of networking bandwidth. They’re ideal 
for running applications, such as MySQL databases, NoSQL databases, and file systems, that require dense local SSD storage and higher compute performance 
compared to I3 instances. 
 
Is4gen instances provide the lowest cost per TB and highest density per vCPU of SSD storage on EC2. They’re ideal for running applications such as stream 
processing and monitoring, real-time databases, log analytics, and distributed file systems. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• EC2 Im4gn instances provide the best price performance for a large number of storage-intensive applications that use Linux. They provide up to 40% 

better price performance compared to EC2 I3 instances. Im4gn instances also feature Nitro SSDs and provide up to 44% lower cost per TB of SSD storage 
compared to I3 instances.  

• Is4gen instances provide the lowest cost per TB of SSD storage on EC2. They provide up to 30 TB of Nitro SSD storage with up to 15% lower cost per TB of 
storage compared to I3en instances. Im4gn instances also feature Nitro SSDs and provide up to 44% lower cost per TB of SSD storage compared to I3 
instances.  

• Im4gn and Is4gen instances are powered by AWS Graviton2 processors, feature Nitro SSDs, and are built on the Nitro System. AWS Graviton2 processors 
use always-on 256-bit DRAM encryption. The data on the Nitro SSDs is encrypted using ephemeral keys for maximum security. The Nitro System, a 
combination of dedicated hardware and lightweight hypervisor, delivers nearly all the compute and memory resources of the host hardware to your 
instances for better overall performance. The Nitro System also features the Nitro Security Chip, which provides a secure cloud platform with a minimized 
attack surface and prohibited administrative access to prevent human error and tampering. These instances also support encrypted Amazon Elastic Block 
Store (EBS) volumes by default.  

• With Im4gn and Is4gen instances, optimize your infrastructure based on your workload needs for the best price performance or for the lowest cost per 
TB of storage on EC2. Im4gn and Is4gen instances add to the broadest and deepest portfolio of instances in the cloud and provide six different instance 
sizes that feature varying amounts of vCPU, memory, networking, and storage.  

• Popular Linux operating systems, such as Amazon Linux 2, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, SUSE, and Ubuntu, support AWS Graviton–based instances. Many 
popular applications and services for security, monitoring and management, containers, and CI/CD from AWS and AWS software Partners also support AWS 
Graviton–based instances. The AWS Graviton Ready program provides certified solutions from Partner software vendors that can be used on AWS 
Graviton–based instances.  

 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/i4g
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-ec2-im4gn-is4gen-aws-graviton2
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Amazon EC2 M1 Mac instances (Preview) 
 

Develop, build, test, and sign Apple apps on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon EC2 Mac instances allow you to run on-demand macOS workloads in the cloud for the first time, extending the flexibility, scalability, and cost benefits of 
AWS to all Apple developers. With EC2 Mac instances, developers creating apps for iPhone, iPad, Mac, Apple Watch, Apple TV, and Safari can provision and access 
macOS environments within minutes, dynamically scale capacity as needed, and benefit from the pay-as-you-go pricing of AWS. x86-based EC2 Mac instances are 
built on Apple’s Mac mini computers featuring Intel Core i7 processors and are powered by the AWS Nitro System. They offer a choice of macOS Mojave (10.14), 
macOS Catalina (10.15), macOS Big Sur (11), and macOS Monterey (12) as Amazon Machine Images (AMIs). EC2 M1 Mac instances (now in Preview) are built on 
Apple M1 Mac mini computers and powered by the Nitro System. They deliver up to 60% better price performance over x86-based EC2 Mac instances for iOS and 
macOS application build workloads. EC2 M1 Mac instances enable ARM64 macOS environments for the first time on AWS, and support macOS Big Sur (11) and 
macOS Monterey (12) as AMIs. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Quickly provision macOS environments. Time and resources previously spent building and maintaining on-premises macOS environments can now be 

refocused on building creative and useful apps. Development teams can seamlessly provision and access macOS compute environments on demand to 
enjoy convenient, distributed testing and fast app builds—bringing additional choice to developers so they can use Mac as their trusted platform, whether 
on premises or in the cloud. EC2 Mac instances off-load the heavy lifting that comes with managing infrastructure to AWS, which means Apple developers 
can focus entirely on building their applications.  

• Reduced costs. EC2 Mac instances allow developers to launch macOS environments within minutes, adjust provisioned capacity as needed, and pay only for 
actual usage with the pay-as-you-go pricing of AWS. Developers save money since they need to pay only for the systems in use. For example, more capacity 
can be used when building an app, and less capacity when testing.  

• Simplify rearchitecting, building, and testing for Apple silicon. EC2 M1 Mac instances (now in Preview) enable Apple silicon and native ARM64 macOS 
environments for the first time on AWS to develop, build, test, deploy, and run Apple applications. Developers rearchitecting their macOS applications to 
natively support ARM64 architecture on Apple silicon can now enjoy faster builds with bare-metal performance, as well as convenient distributed testing 
without having to procure, install, manage, patch, and upgrade physical Apple silicon infrastructure.  

• Extend your toolkits. EC2 Mac instances provide developers with seamless access to dozens of AWS services so they can more easily and efficiently 
collaborate with team members, as well as develop, build, test, analyze, and improve their apps. Similar to other EC2 instances, you can easily use EC2 Mac 
instances together with AWS services and features like Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) for network security, Amazon Elastic Block Storage (EBS) for 
expandable storage, Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) for distributing build queues, Amazon FSx for scalable file storage, and AWS Systems Manager for 
configuring, managing, and patching macOS environments.  

 
 

Availability: 
EC2 x86 Mac instances are available across the following AWS Regions:  
US East (N. Virginia, Ohio), US West (Oregon), Europe (Ireland, Frankfurt, London, Stockholm), and Asia Pacific (Singapore, Seoul, Tokyo, Mumbai, and Sydney) 
 

EC2 M1 Mac instances in Preview are available in the US East (N. Virginia) and US West (Oregon) Regions. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 
 
 
 
  

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/nitro/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/nitro/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/mac
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-ec2-m1-mac-instances-macos
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=627E9D574304D8192F2D10F755EDF0B0634C7593A71A4519755C000018799B68B48D0D5E9C1BC008E90022E259C6BF63
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AWS Private 5G 
 

Deploy, operate, and scale a private cellular network 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Private 5G offers an easy way to use cellular technology to augment your current network. This can help you increase reliability, extend coverage, or enable a 
new class of workloads, such as factory automation, autonomous robotics, and advanced augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR). You will receive all the Private 5G 
hardware (including SIM cards) and software you need to deploy your private cellular network and connect devices to your applications.  
 
With a few clicks in the AWS Management Console, deploy a private cellular network that meets your connectivity requirements. Start by specifying the 
connectivity requirements for the desired location, the number of devices you want to connect, and the geographic area they will cover. AWS will deliver pre-
integrated hardware and software components (from both AWS and our AWS Partners) that meet the enterprise connectivity requirements of your private 
network. AWS delivers and maintains the small cell radio units, servers, 5G core, radio access network (RAN) software, and SIM cards required to set up a private 
5G network and connect devices. Once the equipment is powered on, AWS automatically configures and deploys the cellular network. All you need to do is insert 
the SIM cards into your devices. 
 
Private 5G is also integrated with AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM), which helps you securely access and manage AWS services and resources, 
including all devices connected to your Private 5G network. Private 5G manages and maintains all the software and hardware components to deliver reliable, 
predictable network behavior and on-demand scaling to accommodate any number of devices and sensors.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Connect millions of devices and machines with the low latency and high bandwidth of a private 5G network.  
• Get your network up and running in days with no long planning cycles or complex integrations, and with an automated setup.  
• Secure your network with granular access controls for all connected devices, integrated with existing IT policies.  
• Scale your network capacity on demand or add devices with a few clicks, and pay only for the capacity and throughput you use.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• Run a smart manufacturing facility. Connect devices, sensors, machines, and legacy equipment within manufacturing facilities to track assembly-line 

production in real time with reliable data linkage across connected machines. 
• Enable business-critical applications. Support a range of low-latency use cases such as AR/VR applications for design engineering, image analysis during 

medical procedures, and autonomous guided vehicles at fulfillment centers. 
• Deliver reliable campus connectivity. Provide high-quality, reliable connectivity at event venues, college campuses, and enterprise facilities. Support data 

and video communications, security, logistics, and more.  
 
 

Availability: 
Currently in Preview. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/private5g
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/preview-aws-private-5g/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=889B8B543EB08AECC8C43FD7853CA44F0CE2A5D9C709D4BDE59632DF13715AF1187A5E4DDE9DA51C17A7237BC57442BD
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Amazon EC2 C7g instances 
 

Best price performance for compute-intensive workloads on Amazon Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2) 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon EC2 C7g instances, powered by the latest-generation AWS Graviton3 
processors, provide the best price performance on EC2 for compute-
intensive workloads. EC2 C7g instances are ideal for high performance 
computing (HPC), batch processing, electronic design automation (EDA), 
gaming, video encoding, scientific modeling, distributed analytics, CPU-based 
machine learning (ML) inference, and ad serving. They offer up to 25% better 
performance over the sixth-generation AWS Graviton2–based C6g instances. 
C7g instances are the first in the cloud to feature DDR5 memory, which 
provides 50% higher memory bandwidth compared to DDR4 memory—
allowing high-speed access to data in memory.   
 
 

Benefits: 
• EC2 C7g instances deliver up to 25% better performance over AWS 

Graviton2–based C6g instances. They’re ideal for a large number of 
compute-intensive applications, such as HPC, video encoding, gaming, 
and CPU-based ML inference, that are built on Linux.  

• C7g instances are powered by AWS Graviton3 processors and built 
on the AWS Nitro System. AWS Graviton3 processors offer enhanced 
security with always-on memory encryption, dedicated caches for 
every vCPU, and support for pointer authentication. The Nitro System 
is a combination of dedicated hardware and a lightweight hypervisor 
that delivers isolated multi-tenancy, private networking, and fast local 
storage. C7g instances also support encrypted Amazon Elastic Block 
Store (EBS) volumes by default.  

• Many Linux operating systems support AWS Graviton–based 
instances, including Amazon Linux 2, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, SUSE, 
and Ubuntu. Many popular applications and services for security, 
monitoring and management, containers, and CI/CD from AWS and 
software partners also support AWS Graviton–based instances. The 
AWS Graviton Ready program offers certified solutions from AWS 
Partner software vendors that can be used on AWS Graviton–based 
instances.  

 
 

Use cases: 
EC2 C7g instances are ideal for HPC, batch processing, EDA, gaming, video 
encoding, scientific modeling, distributed analytics, CPU-based ML inference, 
and ad serving. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 Amazon EC2 G5g instances 
 

Best price performance on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) for Android 
game streaming 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon EC2 G5g instances are powered by AWS Graviton2 processors and 
feature NVIDIA T4G Tensor Core GPUs to provide the best price performance 
on EC2 for graphics workloads, such as Android game streaming. They’re the 
first Arm-based instances on a major cloud to feature GPU acceleration.  
 
With EC2 G5g instances, game streaming customers can run Android games 
natively on Arm-based instances, encode the rendered graphics, and stream 
the game over network to a mobile device. This helps reduce development 
effort by eliminating the need for cross-compilation or emulation, and lowers 
the cost per stream per hour by up to 30%. 
 
The G5g instances are also a cost-effective platform for machine learning 
(ML) inference. They’re ideal for deploying deep learning (DL) applications 
that need access to NVIDIA GPUs and their associated artificial intelligence 
(AI) libraries.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• With EC2 G5g instances, game streaming customers can run Android 

games natively on Arm-based instances, encode the rendered 
graphics, and stream the game over the network to a mobile device, 
without the need for cross-compilation or emulation. This helps 
simplify development effort and reduce time to market, while 
lowering the cost per stream per hour by up to 30%.  

• G5g instances are powered by AWS Graviton2 processors and 
feature NVIDIA T4G Tensor Core GPUs to provide cost-effective ML 
inference. This helps reduce the infrastructure cost of running DL 
models in production and allows developers and businesses to deploy 
DL capabilities more pervasively in their applications.  

• G5g instances are powered by AWS Graviton2 processors and built 
on the AWS Nitro System. AWS Graviton2 processors feature always-
on 256-bit DRAM encryption and 50% faster per core encryption 
performance compared to first-generation AWS Graviton. The Nitro 
System is a combination of dedicated hardware and lightweight 
hypervisor that delivers nearly all the compute and memory resources 
of the host hardware to your instances for better overall performance 
and security. G5g instances also support encrypted Amazon Elastic 
Block Store (EBS) storage volumes by default.  

• Popular Linux operating systems, such as Red Hat Enterprise Linux, 
SUSE, and Ubuntu, support AWS Graviton processors, which are 
based on the 64-bit Arm architecture. Many popular applications and 
services for security, monitoring and management, containers, and 
CI/CD from AWS and independent software vendors (ISVs) also 
support AWS Graviton2–based instances.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• Best price performance for Android game streaming 
• Cost-effective ML inference 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/c7g/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-ec2-c7g-instances-aws-graviton3-processors
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=EBC1FA739FE588C8DAADAAC96C6467A0BBD0D95A41ECB3B771A7ACCBADF969BD1C0703FADF1D8721E512BDD925DBD723
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/g5g/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-ec2-g5g-instances-aws-graviton2-processors/
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Amazon EC2 Trn1 instances 
 

Best price performance for training deep learning (DL) models in the cloud 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) Trn1 instances deliver the best price 
performance for training DL models in the cloud for use cases such as natural 
language processing (NLP), computer vision, search, recommendation, 
ranking, and more. Trn1 instances are powered by AWS Trainium, the second 
machine learning (ML) chip built by AWS that is optimized for high-
performance DL training. 
 
Trn1 instances support up to 16 AWS Trainium accelerators, up to 800 Gbps 
of Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA) networking bandwidth, and 768 GB/s of ultra-
high-speed, NeuronLink connectivity. 
 
Trn1 instances are deployed on Amazon EC2 UltraClusters consisting of tens 
of thousands of AWS Trainium accelerators to rapidly train even the most 
complex DL models with trillions of parameters. 
 
Developers can get started quickly on Trn1 instances using the AWS Neuron 
SDK and easily train models using leading ML frameworks. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Trn1 instances are powered by AWS Trainium accelerators that are 

purpose built for ML training to deliver the best price performance for 
training DL models in the cloud.  

• Deploy Trn1 instances on EC2 UltraClusters to scale model training to 
10,000+ accelerators interconnected with petabit-scale networking 
for the fastest ML training on EC2. 

• Easily start with Trn1 instances using the AWS Neuron SDK, which is 
integrated with leading ML frameworks such as PyTorch and 
TensorFlow, and continue using existing ML workflows with minimal 
code change.  

• Trn1 instances are built on the AWS Nitro System, a combination of 
dedicated hardware and lightweight hypervisor that provides you 
with a rich collection of flexible building blocks to assemble the 
compute, storage, memory, and networking resources you need for 
better overall performance and security. 

 
 

Use cases: 
Developers can use EC2 Trn1 instances to train ML models across a broad set 
of applications, such as autonomous vehicles, virtual personal assistants, 
sentiment analysis, speech recognition, fraud detection, and forecasting.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 AWS Compute Optimizer resource efficiency scoring 
 

Quickly identify and prioritize top optimization opportunities 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Compute Optimizer now helps you quickly identify and prioritize top 
optimization opportunities through two new sets of dashboard-level metrics: 
savings opportunity and performance improvement opportunity. 
 

Savings opportunity metrics 
These metrics quantify the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Amazon 
Elastic Block Store (EBS), and AWS Lambda monthly savings you can achieve 
at the account, resource-type, and resource levels by adopting Compute 
Optimizer recommendations. You can use these metrics to evaluate and 
prioritize cost-efficiency opportunities, as well as monitor your cost 
efficiency over time. 
 

Performance improvement opportunity metrics 
These metrics quantify the percentage and number of under-provisioned 
resources at the account and resource-type levels. You can use these metrics 
to evaluate and prioritize performance improvement opportunities that 
address resource bottleneck risk. 
 
 

Benefits: 
Quickly identify resources that have cost reduction or performance 
improvement opportunities through two new dashboard-level metrics: 
savings opportunity and performance improvement opportunity. 
 
 

Use cases: 
• Central infrastructure manager can see which account(s) have the 

highest potential savings available or the largest number of under-
provisioned resources to prioritize their engagement. 

• Engineering owner can see which resource type has the largest 
savings to help prioritize their recommendation evaluation. 

• Engineering owner can see which resource type has the largest 
number of under-provisioned resources to help prioritize their 
recommendation evaluation. 

• Engineering owner can see which resource type has the most severely 
under-provisioned (or at-risk) resources and prioritize evaluation of 
the resource type where those resources are concentrated, or 
prioritize the individual resources with the highest risk across 
resources types.  

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/trn1/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-ec2-trn1-instances
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=E1AAD84B1D0995C323FD49142E0C52CFC3C29C021023596ADE9362034322533F43400D72E68F005CD2768A5644DCAA19
https://aws.amazon.com/compute-optimizer/
https://aws.amazon.com/compute-optimizer/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-compute-optimizer-resource-efficiency-metrics/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=6327622237B73AE626A989F9FE9862338A7BF2C241DBE365C2120945C9F9262C80AE7D126277504DC0C334986BFE33F5
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AWS Local Zones 
 

Over 30 new Local Zones in major cities around the world 
 
 

What is it? 
At re:Invent 2021, we announced we will be launching over 30 new Local Zones in major cities around the world. These new Local Zones will be made available 
starting in 2022 in over 21 countries—including Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, 
Germany, Greece, India, Kenya, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, and South Africa—and will join 16 Local Zones across the US, allowing you 
to serve your end users around the world with even lower latency. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Low latency to local end users. Local Zones place compute, storage, database, and other select AWS services closer to end users, allowing you to open 

up new possibilities and deliver innovative applications and services that require single-digit millisecond latencies for more end users.  
• Consistent AWS experience. Local Zones allow you to use the same AWS infrastructure, services, APIs, and tools you're familiar with in the cloud. 

Applications have fast, secure, and seamless access to the full breadth of services in the parent Region.  
• Flexible and scalable. Local Zones are part of AWS Global Infrastructure, thereby offering the benefits AWS Regions offer today, such as elasticity, 

availability, selection, and low pay-as-you-go pricing. You can start small and scale as your needs grow, and pay only for the resources you use.  
 

Use cases: 
• Run low-latency applications at the edge. Build and deploy applications close to end users to allow real-time gaming, live streaming, augmented and 

virtual reality (AR/VR), virtual workstations, and more. 
• Simplify hybrid cloud migrations. Migrate your applications to a nearby Local Zone, while still meeting the low-latency requirements of hybrid 

deployment. 
• Address stringent data residency requirements. We'll help with your efforts to comply with state and local data residency requirements in sectors such 

as healthcare, financial services, iGaming, and government. 
 
 

Availability: 
Local Zones are generally available in Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Houston, Kansas City, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Miami, Minneapolis, New York City (located 
in New Jersey), Philadelphia, and Portland. With an additional three Local Zones launching in 2021 in Atlanta, Phoenix, and Seattle, you can deliver ultralow-
latency applications to end users in cities across the US. 
 
Furthermore, at re:Invent 2021, we announced we will be launching over 30 new Local Zones in major cities around the world. These new Local Zones will be 
made available starting in 2022 in over 21 countries—including Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, India, Kenya, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, and South Africa—and will join 16 Local Zones across the 
US, allowing you to serve your end users around the world with even lower latency. 
 
See the AWS Local Zones page for more information. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/localzones/locations/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/localzones/locations
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Containers 

Karpenter 
 

Flexible, high-performance Kubernetes cluster auto-scaler that helps improve application availability and cluster efficiency 
 
 

What is it? 
Karpenter is a flexible, high-performance Kubernetes cluster auto-scaler that helps improve application availability and resource utilization. Karpenter launches 
right-sized compute resources—such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances—in response to changing application load in under a minute. These 
Amazon EC2 instances are based on the specific needs of a cluster’s workloads, such as compute, storage, acceleration, and scheduling requirements. Today, 
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) supports clusters using Karpenter on AWS, although Karpenter is designed to work with any conformant Kubernetes 
cluster. 

 

Benefits: 
• Improves cluster efficiency. With Karpenter, the capacity needed to efficiently run cluster workloads can be deployed and ready in as little as 15 seconds. 

As workloads scale, Karpenter works directly with EC2 to automatically add or remove the nodes required, reducing the need for costly over-provisioning 
and preventing slow, expensive scale-downs.  

• Built for scale. Karpenter makes cluster scaling decisions in seconds when demand changes so workloads have the compute resources they need to 
maintain availability and performance, even in the largest Kubernetes clusters.  

• Reduces operational overhead. Karpenter provisions and scales the exact compute resources that a cluster’s workloads need so they have the right 
compute capacity, right when they need it. By using Karpenter, you can focus on getting the most out of Kubernetes for your organization, instead of 
worrying about how to provision, manage, or scale compute.  

 

Use cases: 
Karpenter works with all kinds of Kubernetes applications, although it performs particularly well for use cases that require quickly provisioning and 
deprovisioning large numbers of diverse compute resources. 
 

• Machine learning (ML). Batch jobs to train ML models, run simulations, or perform complex financial calculations benefit from Karpenter automatically 
determining the types of compute resources required and then rapidly provisioning and deprovisioning them. 

• “Soft" multi-tenant clusters. Karpenter works well for multi-tenant Kubernetes clusters with friendly tenants (for example, different teams in the same 
organization) that have many different types of applications running side by side. By provisioning compute that satisfies the resource requirements of all 
the cluster's applications simultaneously, without requiring operators to deeply understand each of them, Karpenter makes it easy to maintain availability 
and improve cluster utilization. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

Amazon ECR pull through cache repositories 
 

Retrieve, store, and sync container artifacts stored in publicly accessible container registries. 
 
 

What is it? 
With Amazon Elastic Container Registry (ECR) pull through cache repositories, you can retrieve, store, and sync container artifacts stored in publicly accessible 
container registries. Amazon ECR offers the high download rates you need and the availability, security, and scale you’ve come to depend on. With frequent 
registry syncs and no additional tools to manage, pull through cache repositories help you keep container images sourced from public registries up to date. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/kubernetes/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-karpenter-v0-5/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=31301F11F43095C9327B3BB50D60559D0FDB1FE063FAA737282511511BAA76CAC4A45D89B6F4B539622A12AEAF5F71AC
https://aws.amazon.com/ecr/features/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-ecr-cache-repositories
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=BE85283567B70B1D4B062CCADC48610A7CF63478C6355532A6F11F4F6B60B234167CE804B4BEF9BE20DD10DF449E679B
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Databases 

Amazon Timestream 
 

Fast, scalable, and serverless time-series database  
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Timestream is a fast, scalable, and serverless time-series database service for IoT and operational applications that makes it easy to store and analyze 
trillions of events per day up to 1,000 times faster—at as little as 1/10th the cost of relational databases. Timestream saves you time and cost in managing the 
lifecycle of time-series data by keeping recent data in memory and moving historical data to a cost-optimized storage tier based on user-defined policies. The 
Timestream purpose-built query engine lets you access and analyze recent and historical data together, without needing to specify explicitly in the query 
whether the data resides in the in-memory or cost-optimized tier. Timestream has built-in time-series analytic functions, helping you identify trends and patterns 
in your data in near real time. Timestream is serverless and automatically scales up or down to adjust capacity and performance, so you don’t need to manage 
the underlying infrastructure, freeing you to focus on building your applications. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• High performance at low cost. Timestream is designed to provide interactive and affordable real-time analytics, with up to 1,000 times faster query 

performance at as little as 1/10th the cost of relational databases. With product features such as scheduled queries, multi-measure records, and data 
storage tiering, you can process, store, and analyze your time-series data at a fraction of the cost of existing time-series solutions. Timestream can help 
you derive faster and more affordable insights from your data so you can continue to make more data-driven business decisions.  

• Serverless with auto-scaling. Timestream is serverless—there are no servers to manage and no capacity to provision, so you can focus on building your 
applications. Timestream gives you the scale to process trillions of events and millions of queries per day. As your application needs change, it 
automatically scales to adjust capacity.  

• Data lifecycle management. Timestream simplifies the complex process of data lifecycle management. It offers storage tiering, with a memory store for 
recent data and a magnetic store for historical data. Timestream automates the transfer of data from the memory store to the magnetic store based on 
user-configurable policies.  

• Simplified data access. With Timestream, you no longer need to use disparate tools to access recent and historical data. The Timestream purpose-built 
query engine transparently accesses and combines data across storage tiers without the need to specify the data location.  

• Purpose built for time-series data. You can quickly analyze time-series data using SQL, with built-in time-series functions for smoothing, approximation, 
and interpolation. Timestream also supports advanced aggregates, window functions, and complex data types such as arrays and rows.  

• Always encrypted. Timestream helps ensure your time-series data is always encrypted, whether at rest or in transit. Timestream also allows you to 
specify an AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) customer-managed key (CMK) for encrypting data in the magnetic store.  

 

Use cases: 
• IoT applications. Timestream makes it possible for you to quickly analyze time-series data generated by IoT applications using built-in analytic functions 

such as smoothing, approximation, and interpolation. For example, a smart home device manufacturer can use Timestream to collect motion or 
temperature data from the device sensors, interpolate to identify the time ranges without motion, and alert consumers to take actions such as turning 
down the heat to save energy.  

• DevOps applications.  Timestream is ideal for DevOps solutions that monitor health and usage metrics and analyze data in real time to improve 
performance and availability. For example, with Timestream, you can collect and analyze operational metrics such as CPU/memory utilization, network 
data, and IOPS to monitor health and optimize instance usage.  

• Analytic applications. Timestream allows you to easily store and analyze data at scale. For example, with clickstream data, you can use Timestream to 
store and process the incoming and outgoing web traffic for your applications. Timestream also provides aggregate functions to analyze this data and get 
insights such as path to purchase and shopping-cart abandonment rate.  

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 
 
 
  

https://aws.amazon.com/timestream/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-timestream-scheduled-queries-multi-measure-records-magnetic-storage-writes/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=0366DE17691A709C7ABF1CDC593C4412AD3189C420572503AEB80B8D391F06A99352A1C7421CCBDB9C733764B10850AE
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Amazon DevOps Guru for RDS 
 

Amazon DevOps Guru for RDS, powered by machine learning (ML) and available for all Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) engines, helps make it easy to 
improve an application’s operational performance and availability 
 
 

What is it? 
DevOps Guru for RDS is a new ML-powered capability empowering developers and DevOps engineers to quickly detect, diagnose, and remediate a wide variety 
of database-related issues on Amazon RDS. When DevOps Guru for RDS detects a database-related issue (such as resource overutilization, or misbehavior of 
certain SQL queries), the service immediately notifies you and provides diagnostic information, details on the extent of the problem, and intelligent 
recommendations to quickly resolve the issue. With DevOps Guru for RDS, you can monitor your databases for performance bottlenecks and operational 
issues—no manual setup, ML expertise, or deep database expertise required. To get started, turn on Amazon RDS Performance Insights on the Amazon RDS 
console and navigate to the DevOps Guru console to enable the service for your Amazon Aurora resources, other supported resources, or your entire account. 
 
DevOps Guru for RDS currently supports Amazon Aurora MySQL-Compatible Edition and Amazon Aurora PostgreSQL-Compatible Edition, with expanded support 
for additional RDS database engines coming later. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Detect and diagnose RDS database performance bottlenecks and operational issues. DevOps Guru for RDS continuously analyzes database telemetry, 

such as database load, database counters, and operating system metrics on the database, to automatically detect and correlate related anomalies and 
help resolve relational database issues in minutes.  

• Natively integrate with AWS services to automatically receive notifications. When DevOps Guru for RDS detects a performance bottleneck or 
operational issue, it displays its findings in the Amazon DevOps Guru console and sends notifications through AWS services, such as Amazon EventBridge 
and Amazon Simple Notification Service (SNS). This allows developers to automatically manage and take real-time action on performance and operational 
issues before they become customer-impacting outages.  

• Reduce time to resolution from days to minutes. With DevOps Guru for RDS, you can quickly understand the cause of a performance or operational 
problem without searching through hundreds of database metrics. With intelligent recommendations and remediation steps, developers and DevOps 
engineers can resolve issues in minutes without enlisting help from database experts.   

 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/devops-guru/features/devops-guru-for-rds/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-devops-guru-rds-ml-powered-capability-amazon-aurora
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=53E65F0BADEF2FA30BBD4DE51539BD2CFD3106688ECE1DE81E433367758D4AC51BD35FCEE868419AB9D5CCA7CCC25CC7
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Amazon RDS Custom 
 

Managed database service for applications that need to customize the 
underlying operating system and database environment 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) Custom is a managed database 
service for legacy, custom, and packaged applications that require access to 
the underlying operating system and database environment. Amazon RDS 
Custom automates the setup, operation, and scaling of databases in the 
cloud while providing access to the database and underlying operating 
system to configure settings, install patches, and enable native features to 
meet the dependent application's requirements. RDS Custom is available for 
Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) for Oracle and for SQL Server.   
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 
 

 AWS DMS Fleet Advisor 
 

Accelerate database and analytics migration planning by automating 
inventory and receiving tailored migration advice  

 

What is it? 
AWS DMS Fleet Advisor is a fully managed capability of AWS Database 
Migration Service (AWS DMS) that automates migration planning and helps 
you migrate database and analytics fleets to the cloud at scale with minimal 
effort. To accelerate migrations, DMS Fleet Advisor automatically inventories 
and assesses your on-premises database and analytics server fleet and 
identifies potential migration paths. AWS DMS helps you confidently migrate 
your databases and analytics systems to AWS with virtually no downtime.  
 
DMS Fleet Advisor discovers and analyzes the same source databases 
supported on DMS, including Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, 
MongoDB, and more. DMS Fleet Advisor delivers results in a few hours, 
instead of weeks or even months, without using third-party tools or hiring 
migration experts. DMS Fleet Advisor is a free capability of DMS. 

 
Benefits: 

• Build a migration plan in hours instead of weeks. Automatically build 
database and analytics inventories, analyze them, and create a 
customized migration plan with virtually no downtime in a few hours, 
instead of weeks or months.  

• Save on the costs associated with migration planning and migrating 
workloads. Avoid investing in expensive migration experts and third-
party tools by automating your inventory and migration planning. 
Easily start with just a few clicks in the AWS Management Console.  

• Identify databases to migrate at scale with minimal effort. Discover 
and analyze fleets of database and analytics servers to identify 
potential AWS migration targets and migrate your fleet to the cloud 
with minimal effort.   

 
 

Use cases: 
• Achieve operationally excellent cloud migrations. Ensuring 

operational excellence during a cloud migration requires a detailed 
migration plan. With DMS Fleet Advisor, automate the detailed 
inventorying and analysis of your on-premises workloads and easily 
understand the effort and organizational changes required to develop 
a customized migration plan. 

• Modernize your data. Build a business case to modernize your 
database and analytics workloads with minimal effort with DMS Fleet 
Advisor. Gain a simple view of your application's applicable migration 
targets within AWS and understand the complexity of migrating to 
each target. 

• Build a proof of concept. Quickly build a proof of concept and begin 
testing the critical functionality of your applications by automatically 
inventorying and analyzing your existing database and analytic 
servers. Validate your migration and share findings as a report to 

quickly obtain stakeholder support.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 

Amazon DynamoDB Standard-Infrequent Access 
 

Reduce costs by up to 60% for infrequently accessed data 
 
 

What is it? 
The Amazon DynamoDB Standard-Infrequent Access (DynamoDB Standard-
IA) table class helps you reduce your DynamoDB costs by up to 60% for 
tables that store infrequently accessed data. The DynamoDB Standard-IA 
table class is ideal for use cases that require long-term storage of 
infrequently accessed data, such as application logs, old social media posts, 
ecommerce order history, and past gaming achievements. 
 
The DynamoDB Standard-IA table class offers lower storage costs than the 
DynamoDB Standard tables, making it the most cost-effective option for 
tables with storage as the dominant table cost. The DynamoDB Standard 
table class offers lower throughput costs than the DynamoDB Standard-IA 
table class. DynamoDB Standard is your default table class and the most 
cost-effective option for the vast majority of workloads. To learn more about 
DynamoDB Standard-IA pricing, see the Amazon DynamoDB pricing page. 
 
You can switch between DynamoDB Standard and DynamoDB Standard-IA 
table classes with no impact on table performance, durability, or availability, 
and without changing your application code. For more information about 
using table classes, see the DynamoDB Developer Guide. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/rds/custom/faqs
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-rds-custom-sql-server
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=DD356E82E5144BD1DE0D849783C2DA2A4FA58519B52555EE705DF5BE12AD2DCF7F06BEB61E1D43E7F5E8E488412D7405
https://aws.amazon.com/dms/fleet-advisor
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-dms-fleet-advisor
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=AA575345FAE599DA3926658D0EAA2B8341186EC87A73125CFA09D7532A1C0883DCC7556088FC68A6FB2C0A1EC44B5DE4
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/pricing/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Introduction.html
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/standard-ia
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-dynamodb-standard-infrequent-access-table-class
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=BA04A5AB4BEA06AD803E1A759E4DE302CD8DCEB237EF419676510737E22F891A57D6B450F87DA121F117CBA8D0DCCBEE
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DevOps and developer productivity 

AWS SDK for Swift (Developer Preview) 

 

Develop and deploy applications with the AWS SDK for Swift, which makes it 
easy to call AWS services using idiomatic Swifty APIs 
 
 

What is it? 
The SDK for Swift simplifies the use of AWS services by providing a set of 
libraries that are consistent and familiar for Swift developers. All AWS SDKs 
support API lifecycle considerations, such as credential management, retries, 
data marshaling, and serialization. Visit aws-sdk-swift on GitHub for AWS-
focused open-source Swift libraries. 
 
The SDK for Swift is written with multi-platform support in mind. It supports 
iOS, macOS, and Linux environments today, with support for other Swift-
supported platforms coming in future releases. It takes advantage of modern 
Swift language features, such as async/await, inferred types, and others. In 
addition, the SDK for Swift has a modular architecture with a separate 
package published for each service, allowing you to reduce application 
bundle size and improve application performance by importing only the 
packages your application requires.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Multi-platform support. The SDK for Swift is written with multi-

platform support in mind. It supports iOS, macOS, and Linux 
environments today, with support for other Swift-supported 
platforms coming in future releases.   

• Familiar Swift experience. The SDK for Swift takes advantage of 
modern Swift language features, such as async/await, inferred types, 
and others. The SDK also integrates with popular Swift libraries, such 
as Swift Log and Swift Collections, and it uses Swift Package Manager 
(SPM) for compiling and distribution.  

• Modularity. The SDK for Swift has a modular architecture with a 
separate package published for each service. This allows you to 
reduce application bundle size and improve application performance 
by importing only the packages your application requires.   

 
 

Use cases: 
• Develop and deploy applications with the SDK for Swift.  
• Easily call AWS services using idiomatic Swifty APIs. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 AWS SDK for Kotlin (Developer Preview) 
 

Develop and deploy applications with the AWS SDK for Kotlin, which makes it 
easy to call AWS services using idiomatic Kotlin APIs 
 
 

What is it? 
The SDK for Kotlin simplifies the use of AWS services by providing a set of 
libraries that are consistent and familiar for Kotlin developers. All AWS SDKs 
support API lifecycle considerations, such as credential management, retries, 
data marshaling, and serialization. Visit aws-sdk-kotlin on GitHub for AWS-
focused open-source Kotlin libraries. 
 
The SDK for Kotlin is multi-platform, with support for JVM and Android 
environments available today and other Kotlin-supported platforms coming 
in future releases. It takes advantage of modern Kotlin language features, 
such as domain-specific language (DSL) builders, which allows for concise 
and readable configuration expressions. SDK for Kotlin also helps you reduce 
application bundle size and improve application performance by importing 
only the packages your application requires.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Multi-platform support. The AS SDK for Kotlin is multi-platform, with 

support for JVM and Android environments available today and other 
Kotlin-supported platforms coming in future releases.  

• Familiar Kotlin experience. The SDK for Kotlin takes advantage of 
modern Kotlin language features, such as DSL builders, which allows 
for concise and readable configuration expressions. Every API call is 
asynchronous and runs efficiently in coroutines, yielding to other code 
while waiting on IO and optimizing the use of compute resources.   

• Modularity. The SDK for Kotlin has a modular architecture with a 
separate package published for each service. This allows you to 
reduce application bundle size and improve application performance 
by importing only the packages your application requires.   

 
 

Use cases: 
• Develop and deploy applications with the SDK for Kotlin.  
• Easily call AWS services using idiomatic Kotlin APIs. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://github.com/awslabs/aws-sdk-swift
https://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-swift
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-sdk-swift-developer-preview
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=AFB3ECB2527984458AAA2A22A7C4196B4167314D437429E32DD90505DC3D0559DD60C37A4A82BE0EB633ADA8EB74609C
https://github.com/awslabs/aws-sdk-kotlin
https://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-kotlin
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-sdk-kotlin-developer-preview
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=AFB3ECB2527984458AAA2A22A7C4196B4167314D437429E32DD90505DC3D0559DD60C37A4A82BE0EB633ADA8EB74609C
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AWS Cloud Development Kit v2 
 

Define cloud infrastructure using familiar programming languages 
 
 

What is it? 
The AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK) is an open-source software development framework to define your cloud application resources using familiar 
programming languages. Provisioning cloud applications can be a challenging process that requires you to perform manual actions, write custom scripts, maintain 
templates, or learn domain-specific languages. AWS CDK uses the familiarity and expressive power of programming languages for modeling your applications. It 
provides high-level components called constructs that preconfigure cloud resources with proven defaults, so you can build cloud applications with ease. 
CDK provisions your resources in a safe, repeatable manner through AWS CloudFormation. It also allows you to compose and share your own custom constructs 
that incorporate your organization's requirements, helping you expedite new projects. For customers who prefer Terraform, the Cloud Development Kit for 
Terraform (CDKTF) provides the CDK constructs for defining Terraform HCL state files in TypeScript and Python. For Kubernetes users, the Cloud Development Kit 
for Kubernetes (CDK8s) project allows you to use CDK constructs for defining Kubernetes configuration in TypeScript, Python, and Java. CDK8s can be used to 
define Kubernetes infrastructure running anywhere, and it can be used with the CDK Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) construct library.   
 
 

Benefits: 
• Easier cloud onboarding. CDK accelerates your onboarding to AWS because there are few new things to learn. CDK allows you to use your existing skills and 

tools, and apply those to the task of building cloud infrastructure. It also provides high-level components that preconfigure cloud resources with proven 
defaults, helping you build on AWS without needing to be an expert.  

• Faster development process. CDK gives you the expressive power of programming languages for defining infrastructure. Familiar features such as objects, 
loops, and conditions accelerate your development process. You can also use CDK with your integrated development environment (IDE) to take advantage 
of existing productivity tools and testing frameworks.  

• Customizable and shareable. With CDK, you can design your own reusable components that meet your organization's security, compliance, and governance 
requirements. Just like with any other software library, you can easily share components around your organization, allowing you to rapidly bootstrap new 
projects with best practices by default.  

• No context switching. CDK allows you to build your cloud application without leaving your IDE. You can write your runtime code and define your AWS 
resources with the same programming language. You can visualize your CDK application stacks and resources with the AWS Toolkit for Visual Studio Code.  

 
 

Use cases: 
New use cases supported in this update (CDK v2) include: 
 

• One package for all stable CDK libraries. In CDK v1, we partitioned the AWS Construct Library into many small packages, roughly one per service, so 
developers needed to only download the packages for those services they wanted to use. In CDK v2, we consolidated all the stable AWS Construct Libraries 
into a single package called aws-cdk-lib. Get access to all the stable CDK constructs by installing this package, and third-party construct libraries only need to 
take a dependency on this package as well. 

• Changes to how we handle experimental classes, methods, and properties. In CDK v2, we strictly follow semantic versioning and no longer make breaking 
changes to any APIs in minor version releases. We have introduced a new lifecycle in which new, experimental construct libraries go through an incubation 
period as a library, completely independent from the main aws-cdk-lib library. 

• CDK Watch. Accelerate your inner-loop development iterations by hot swapping your runtime code in CDK projects. When the only change to your CDK 
project is your AWS Lambda handler code, your Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS) task, or your AWS Step Functions state machine, the CDK command 
line interface (CLI) will skip the AWS CloudFormation deployment step and hot swap the code change directly on the running resource. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

  

https://semver.org/
https://aws.amazon.com/cdk
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-cloud-development-kit-cdk-generally-available
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=84F2E717C0A61E0921322C21EA5B11205CA3D584546CB348AE3BA4F797EFA5ACAF93E1F6C76C987C2DA7D26FDCE8A920
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AWS SDK for Rust (Developer Preview) 
 

Develop and deploy applications with the AWS SDK for Rust, which makes it 
easy to call AWS services using idiomatic Rust APIs 
 
 

What is it? 
The SDK for Rust simplifies the use of AWS services by providing a set of 
libraries that are consistent and familiar for Rust developers. All AWS SDKs 
support API lifecycle considerations, such as credential management, retries, 
data marshaling, and serialization. Visit aws-sdk-rust for AWS-focused open-
source Rust libraries. 
 
The SDK for Rust uses modern Rust language features, such as async/await, 
non-blocking IO, and builders, and integrates with popular libraries in the 
Rust ecosystem. It has a modular architecture and a composable middleware 
stack used to run each service API operation, and it’s engineered to be fast 
with serializers and deserializers that minimize unnecessary copies and 
allocations.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Familiar Rust experience. The SDK for Rust uses modern Rust 

language features, such as async/await, non-blocking IO, and builders. 
The SDK also integrates with popular libraries in the Rust ecosystem, 
such as Tokio, Tracing, and Hyper, and it's distributed on crates.io.  

• Modularity. The SDK for Rust has a modular architecture with a 
separate package published for each service. This allows you to 
minimize your compile times and binary sizes by compiling only code 
you actually use.  

• Extensibility. The SDK for Rust has a composable middleware stack 
used to run each service API operation. The stack allows you to wrap 
the SDK middleware in your own middleware to support advanced 
use cases.  

• Performance. The SDK for Rust is engineered to be fast with 
serializers and deserializers that minimize unnecessary copies and 
allocations. This reduces CPU and memory utilization by the SDK, 
freeing up more of these resources for your application.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• Develop and deploy applications with the SDK for Rust.  
• Easily call AWS services using idiomatic Rust APIs. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 Construct Hub 
 

Find and use open-source cloud development kit (CDK) libraries 
 
 

What is it? 
Construct Hub is a place to discover CDK construct libraries, which are 
building blocks for cloud applications published by the open-source 
community, AWS, and other cloud services. CDK is a software development 
framework for defining cloud infrastructure using familiar programming 
languages.  
 

For more information on Construct Hub, visit the website.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Find libraries for AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK), which 

generates AWS CloudFormation templates; Cloud Development Kit for 
Terraform (CDKTF), which generates Terraform configuration files; 
and Cloud Development Kit for Kubernetes (CDK8s), which generates 
Kubernetes manifests. 

• Define, test, and deploy cloud infrastructure using high-level 
programming languages such as TypeScript, Python, Java, and .NET.  

• Find documentation, API references, and code samples to quickly 
build your application. 

• Find construct libraries published by the community and cloud service 
providers such as Datadog, AWS, MongoDB, Aqua Security, and more.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• Find and use open-source CDK libraries for AWS CDK, CDKTF, and 

CDK8s from the community, cloud technology providers, and AWS.   
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/awslabs/aws-sdk-rust
http://tokio.rs/
https://tracing.rs/tracing/
http://hyper.rs/
https://crates.io/
https://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-rust
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-sdk-rust-developer-preview
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=AFB3ECB2527984458AAA2A22A7C4196B4167314D437429E32DD90505DC3D0559DD60C37A4A82BE0EB633ADA8EB74609C
https://constructs.dev/
https://constructs.dev/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-construct-hub-availability
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=84F2E717C0A61E0921322C21EA5B11205CA3D584546CB348AE3BA4F797EFA5ACAF93E1F6C76C987C2DA7D26FDCE8A920
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Enterprise and Migration 

AWS Mainframe Modernization (Preview) 
 

Migrate, modernize, operate, and run mainframe workloads 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Mainframe Modernization (Preview) is a set of managed tools providing 
infrastructure and software for migrating, modernizing, and executing 
mainframe applications. Mainframe Modernization is a unique platform that 
allows you to migrate your on-premises mainframe workloads to a managed 
runtime environment on AWS. Mainframe Modernization enables two 
popular migration patterns: re-platforming and automated refactoring. 

 

Benefits: 
• Easily migrate and modernize your applications to eliminate the 

hardware and staffing costs of traditional mainframes. 
• Break up and manage your complete migration with infrastructure, 

software, and tools to refactor and transform legacy applications.  
• Deploy, run, and operate migrated applications on the Mainframe 

Modernization environment with no upfront costs. 
 

Use cases: 
• Migrate mainframe workloads. Migrate faster by refactoring legacy 

language applications to Java-based services, or re-platforming 
mainframe applications. 

• Create a migration plan. Assess your migration readiness and develop 
a clear strategy for legacy workloads using call graphs, dependency 
maps, and source searching. 

• Scale DevOps best practices. Maintain, enhance, run, and operate 
enterprise applications to follow DevOps best practices and reduce 
time to market. 

 
 

Availability: 
For more information, see the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 AWS Migration Hub Refactor Spaces (Preview) 
 

The one destination for migration and modernization  
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Migration Hub Refactor Spaces (Preview) is the new starting point for 
incremental app refactor that makes it easy to manage the refactor process 
while operating in production. Using Migration Hub Refactor Spaces, you can 
focus on refactoring your applications, not creating and managing the 
underlying infrastructure that makes refactoring possible. This new AWS 
Migration Hub feature reduces the business risk of evolving applications into 
microservices or extending existing applications that cannot be modified 
with new features written in microservices. Migration Hub Refactor Spaces 
orchestrates AWS services across multiple accounts to create a refactor 
environment for incrementally evolving an application, helping you realize 
value earlier. 
 
 

Benefits: 
Migration Hub Refactor Spaces simplifies application refactoring by:   

• Reducing the time to set up a refactor environment (cloud anti-
corruption layer)  

• Reducing the complexity to iteratively extract capabilities as new 
microservices and reroute traffic from old to new (Strangler Fig 
pattern)  

• Simplifying the management of legacy apps and microservices as a 
single application with flexible routing control, isolation, and 
centralized management  

• Helping development teams achieve and accelerate tech and 
deployment independence by simplifying development, management, 
and operations while apps are changing 

 
 

Use cases: 
Migration Hub Refactor Spaces addresses a common pair of practical 
problems when transforming applications: setting up an infrastructure for 
application refactoring and operating evolving applications at scale. 
 

Migration Hub Refactor Spaces helps you combine existing applications and 
microservices into a single application, while allowing different approaches 
for architecture and technology, team alignment, and the process between 
parts. 
 

Using Migration Hub Refactor Spaces, transform legacy applications or 
extend them with microservices that run on any AWS compute target, such 
as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Amazon Elastic Container Service 
(ECS), Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS), AWS Fargate, and AWS 
Lambda. 
 

Save significant time with Migration Hub Refactor Spaces by creating an 
infrastructure for application refactoring in minutes. 
 
 

Availability: 
For more information, see the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

 

 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/mainframe-modernization
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/introducing-aws-mainframe-modernization
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=5DBEA46590F77F5C49B74251924283CEB3DB45951B4BAC3EF0969271C9BB33E6B4416C51E2E7B6CF0D53D39229721BD8
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/migration-hub/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-migration-hub-refactor-spaces/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=1A28FAC99CDB7BBE51ACE2A97720716E85FFE2BEB8F20424D021CB1863F9662A2AEA41C109610245988A3BA1A120A6FF
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Front-end web and mobile development 
 

AWS Amplify Studio 
 

Extend AWS Amplify with a visual development environment for creating 
full-stack apps with minimal coding 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Amplify Studio is a visual development environment that lets 
developers easily build and ship complete web and mobile apps in hours 
instead of weeks. With Amplify Studio, you can quickly build an app backend, 
create rich user interface (UI) components, and connect a UI to the backend 
with minimal coding. Amplify Studio exports all UI and infrastructure artifacts 
as code, so you can maintain full control over your app design and behavior. 
Ship faster and scale smoothly—with no cloud or AWS expertise. 

 

Benefits: 

• Quickly create feature-rich UIs. Use a visual interface and library of 
prebuilt UI components to create and customize a UI for your app 
with minimal coding. 

• Easily ship a full-stack app. Set up your frontend UI and 
corresponding backend on AWS to complete a full-stack app with a 
few clicks. 

• Increase productivity. Automate the UI and infrastructure 
boilerplate code so you can focus on the business logic. 

• Improve designer-developer collaboration. Streamline the design 
handoff process and mitigate costly, time-consuming errors. 

 

 

Availability: 
Available in all AWS markets. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/amplify/studio
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=E0FE196C14DBBF51F51E993FCB7590E6B80FA1069E8FBD71A2E317D0F61DA1ED33E1E6531EEB7A72C4CEC101D4AA088F
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Games 

Open 3D Engine 
 

Scaling 3D development 
 
 

What is it? 
Open 3D Engine (O3DE) is an open-source, real-time 3D development engine for building high-fidelity games and simulations. O3DE provides a multi-threaded 
renderer, a physics system, networking capabilities, and a suite of content-authoring tools for building interactive 3D experiences with full source control and 
nonrestrictive licensing. With O3DE, you can provision and integrate with AWS services to provide multiplayer servers, authentication and identity systems, and 
asset management.  
 
O3DE is well suited to support a broad spectrum of use cases, from AAA-quality games to digital twins and cinema-quality 3D worlds. The engine’s modular 
architecture and ability to be used as an SDK provide complete flexibility to customize core engine capabilities to suit genre- and industry-specific application 
requirements. 
 
 

Benefits: 

• O3DE is architected for modularity and flexibility. Swap out subsystems or easily add integrations to give your games and simulations the capabilities 
they need without the features they don’t.  

• Add multiplayer scaling, analytics, cloud storage, and real-time data sources to your game directly from the engine with the O3DE AWS Integration Gem. 

• O3DE is free and includes full source. There are no seat fees, subscription fees, or requirements to share revenue. Since it’s licensed under Apache 2.0, 
you have complete control of your engine technology. 

 
 

Use cases: 

• Create high-fidelity 3D games and simulations. Use the O3DE multi-threaded photorealistic renderer, extensible 3D content editor, data-driven character 
animation system, and real-time physics engine to create interactive applications and experiences. 

• Integrate with AWS services for cloud-connected experiences. O3DE is a connected engine with built-in AWS integrations that provide cloud services for 
asset storage, player authentication, application deployment, and multi-player backend services. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Breakout session recording and slides 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/lumberyard
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=46326A19B4A0F51921601C9ACF653CA0D65E513C7348FFC80A647B1B1A09A52695FD9CDB7F524322AA3B174AD587763B
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IoT 

AWS IoT TwinMaker (Preview) 
 

Optimize operations by easily creating digital twins of real-world systems 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS IoT TwinMaker makes it easier for developers to create digital twins of 
real-world systems, such as buildings, factories, industrial equipment, and 
production lines. AWS IoT TwinMaker provides the tools you need to build 
digital twins to help you optimize building operations, increase production 
output, and improve equipment performance. With the ability to use existing 
data from multiple sources, create virtual representations of any physical 
environment, and combine existing 3D models with real-world data, you can 
now harness digital twins to create a holistic view of your operations faster 
and with less effort. 

 

Benefits: 
• Use your existing IoT, video, and enterprise application data where it 

already lives—without needing to re-ingest or move the data to 
another location.  

• Save time with an automatically generated knowledge graph that 
binds your data sources to virtual replicas of physical systems to 
accurately model real-world environments.  

• Get an immersive 3D view of your systems and operations to optimize 
efficiency, increase production, and improve performance.  

 

Use cases: 
• Improve field operations in manufacturing plants. Quickly pinpoint 

and address equipment and process anomalies from the plant floor to 
improve worker productivity and efficiency. 

• Increase equipment uptime in remote facilities. Remotely diagnose 
equipment issues with immediate access to all relevant operational 
data, allowing for faster decision-making. 

• Enhance the tenant experience in commercial buildings. Monitor live 
and historical temperature, occupancy, and air-quality data within 
rooms and open spaces to improve occupant comfort. 

 
 

Availability: 
Available in Preview in the following Regions:  
US East (N. Virginia), US West (Oregon), Europe (Ireland), Asia Pacific 
(Singapore) 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 AWS IoT FleetWise (Preview) 
 

Easily collect, transform, and transfer vehicle data to the cloud in near real 
time 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS IoT FleetWise is a managed service that makes it easier and more cost 
effective for automakers to collect, transform, and transfer vehicle data to 
the cloud in near real time. With AWS IoT FleetWise, automakers can easily 
collect and organize data from the unique data format present in their 
vehicles (regardless of make, model, or options) and standardize the data 
format for easy analysis in the cloud. AWS IoT FleetWise helps you efficiently 
transfer data to the cloud in near real time using intelligent filtering 
capabilities. These capabilities allow developers to reduce network traffic by 
selecting the data to transfer and defining rules for when to transfer it, based 
on parameters like weather conditions, location, or vehicle type. Once the 
data is in the cloud, you can use it for use cases like remotely diagnosing 
issues in individual vehicles, analyzing vehicle fleet health to help prevent 
potential recalls or safety issues, and using analytics and machine learning 
(ML) to improve advanced technologies such as autonomous driving and 
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS).  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Access standardized, fleet-wide vehicle data without the need to 

develop custom data collection systems.  
• Reduce costs and transfer data more efficiently with intelligent 

filtering, which transfers only high-value data signals to the cloud.  
• Surface vehicle health data in near real time to detect and mitigate 

issues faster, help avoid large recalls, and maintain customer trust.  
 

Use cases: 
• Train computer vision (CV) models. Train autonomous vehicles (AVs) 

and ADAS using camera data collected from a fleet of production 
vehicles. 

• Help minimize warranty claims and recalls. Use near real-time data 
to proactively detect and mitigate fleet-wide quality issues. 

• Improve electric vehicle (EV) range estimates. Improve EV battery-
range estimates with crowdsourced environmental data, such as 
weather and driving conditions, from nearby vehicles. 

• Notify drivers of changing road conditions. Collect select data from 
nearby vehicles and use it to notify drivers of changing road 
conditions, such as lane closures or construction. 

 
 

Availability: 
Available in the US East (N. Virginia) and Europe (Frankfurt) Regions. For 
more information, see the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/iot-twinmaker
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-iot-twinmaker-build-digital-twins
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=E28309A429FCE994988B41AA75CC410E00B48C19B8CAD6ADDB8540CE59B393DA22A86F2AA0964F482FB547E1FBB4B310
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/iot-fleetwise
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-iot-fleetwise-transferring-vehicle-data-cloud
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=5EBDB74A9F8C11AF8ED7BFB8C9D36A59E3EF2BB94A37EEB30BE880820084C0B5F8E7C0AEB7C587294FE32C4BA06A130A
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AWS IoT Greengrass Software Catalog 
 

A collection of AWS IoT Greengrass software components developed by the 
AWS IoT Greengrass community 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS IoT Greengrass Software Catalog is a collection of Greengrass 
components developed by the Greengrass community. Instead of developing 
device components for each required capability, you can now easily install, 
use, and modify components from a list of prebuilt software components on 
GitHub to kick-start your IoT edge application. 
 
For example, for a security monitoring solution, you can use the Amazon 
Kinesis Video Streams component to ingest audio and video streams from 
Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) cameras connected to a Greengrass 
core device. The data can then be streamed to a local monitoring platform or 
sent to the cloud. Alternatively, for real-time analytics and local operations 
monitoring, you can use the InfluxDB and Grafana components to locally 
process and visualize data from IoT sensors and edge devices. Since these 
components are a reference implementation of common patterns, 
appropriately review and test any functionality before deploying it to your 
production environments. To get started, visit the Greengrass Software 
Catalog on GitHub. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post 
 

 AWS IoT ExpressLink (Preview) 
 

Quickly and easily develop secure IoT devices 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS IoT ExpressLink is connectivity software that powers a range of 
hardware modules developed and offered by AWS Partners, such as Espressif 
Systems, Infineon Technologies, and u-blox. These connectivity modules 
include AWS-validated software, making it faster and easier for you to 
securely connect almost any product to the cloud, including medical devices, 
industrial sensors, and consumer products. AWS IoT ExpressLink is 
preprogrammed to seamlessly integrate with a range of AWS IoT services 
and comes pre-provisioned with security credentials, allowing you to off-load 
the complex work of cloud connectivity to the module and develop secure 
IoT products in a fraction of the time. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Easily transform products into IoT devices. Developers of all skill 

levels can now transform their products into IoT devices in a fraction 
of the time and cost, without the need to merge large amounts of 
code or have a deep understanding of the underlying implementation.  

• Flexibility to connect any type of device. AWS Partner modules with 
AWS IoT ExpressLink are compatible even with resource-constrained 
devices, such as the tiny processor contained in a coffee machine. This 
allows developers to connect devices to the cloud while preserving 
the original application software and avoiding costly redesign.  

• Maintain fleet security and health. AWS Partner modules with AWS 
IoT ExpressLink provide an out-of-the-box solution to help securely 
transmit data to and from the cloud through Wi-Fi or cellular 
protocols. AWS IoT ExpressLink supports over-the-air (OTA) updates 
to both the module and host processor from the AWS IoT Device 
Management console so developers can remotely deploy security 
updates, bug fixes, and new firmware updates to their device fleets, 
helping to keep the fleets secure over the life of the device.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• Optimize industrial applications. Modernize industrial applications 

without redesigning the application from scratch. AWS IoT ExpressLink 
offers out-of-the-box connectivity for all types of devices, regardless 
of resource constraints.    

• Ship new consumer products faster. Get consumer products to 
market in a fraction of the time and at a lower cost by delegating the 
complex work of securely connecting an embedded device to the 
module. 

• Reinvent smart buildings and cities. Manage the security and health 
of your commercial fleet sensors and actuators at scale. Easily 
integrate them with AWS IoT services to detect anomalies and take 
action when metrics deviate from expected behavior. 

 
 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

  

https://github.com/aws-greengrass/aws-greengrass-software-catalog
https://github.com/aws-greengrass/aws-greengrass-software-catalog
https://aws.amazon.com/greengrass/features/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/greengrass-software-catalog-iot-edge-applications/
https://aws.amazon.com/iot-expresslink
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-iot-expresslink-development
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=B5EF9F5304D85F70CAD63DAF24A6205DF3A9B3A3FFF53D0A7B4F6A3DF8CC1D5D57A2E9A1BCB19EF1880F847A47E669F5
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Networking and Content Delivery 

AWS Direct Connect SiteLink 
 

Create private network connections between your on-premises locations 

 
 

What is it? 
AWS Direct Connect SiteLink is a feature of AWS Direct Connect. When you enable it at two or more Direct Connect locations or points of presence (PoPs), you can 
send data between those locations. SiteLink works with both hosted and dedicated connections. 
 
With the SiteLink feature enabled, you can create private network connections to link the offices, data centers, and colocation facilities in your global network. 
When using SiteLink, data travels over the fast, secure, and reliable AWS global network following the shortest path between over 100 Direct Connect locations 
around the globe. 

 
The Direct Connect service helps you create private connections between your on-premises networks and your AWS resources by connecting your network 
directly to Direct Connect locations. Using the new SiteLink feature, you can link your on-premises locations to Direct Connect and send data between them over 
the shortest path between Direct Connect locations. With over 100 Direct Connect locations around the world, you can create networks that span multiple 
continents. Once you’ve connected your on-premises locations to Direct Connect, you can enable (or disable) SiteLink for that location in minutes. SiteLink uses 
elastic, pay-as-you-go pricing with no long-term commitments.  
 
Learn more by visiting the AWS Direct Connect product overview page and API documentation. For a more in-depth technical overview, read the Introducing AWS 
Direct Connect SiteLink blog post. 
 
Availability: 
Available in all commercial Regions except China.  

 
Resources: 
Blog post  
 

 

Amazon VPC IP Address Manager 
 

Plan, track, and monitor IP addresses for your AWS workloads 

 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) IP Address Manager (IPAM) makes it easier for you to plan, track, and monitor IP addresses for your AWS workloads. IPAM 
automates IP address assignments to your Amazon VPC, removing the need to use spreadsheet-based planning applications. IPAM also enhances your network 
observability by showing IP usage across multiple accounts and Amazon VPCs in a unified operational view. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• IPAM automates IP assignments across multiple Regions and accounts based on your application's unique networking and security needs. 
• IPAM monitors IP addresses across AWS, helping you detect IP overlaps, track IPs in compliance with security policy, and capture IP utilization trends. 
• IPAM provides historical data on your IP addresses, helping to accelerate network troubleshooting and audits. 

 
 

Use cases: 
• Manage a growing inventory of IP addresses. AWS customers often have to keep track of information associated with tens or hundreds of thousands of IP 

addresses. Today, most track this information using spreadsheet-based or homegrown IP planning applications that can be error prone and time 
consuming. IPAM allows you to easily organize all your IP addresses based on their routing and security needs and set simple business rules to govern IP 
assignments. 

• Quickly onboard and grow applications. In typical organizations, developers often wait days to get new IP addresses assigned to them by a central 
administrator team. Using IPAM, administrators can automate IP address assignment to developers, removing delays in onboarding new applications or 
growing existing applications. 

• Monitor and troubleshoot your network. Unexpected or unplanned changes to IP address assignments can lead to IP address conflicts, causing resource 
connectivity issues and application downtime. In addition, due to a lack of proper monitoring, you may be unable to proactively identify and address these 
issues. Since IPAM can be the single source of truth for IP usage information, it can help you more efficiently perform routine monitoring activities such as 
tracking IP utilization, troubleshooting, and auditing. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/directconnect/index.html
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-direct-connect-sitelink/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-direct-connect-sitelink/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-direct-connect-sitelink
https://aws.amazon.com/vpc/details
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/amazon-virtual-private-cloud-vpc-announces-ip-address-manager-ipam
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=57C8DA3DA5270D9C34B18B624309D3A539D30F4FAF8A69736BF9D3EE7F03E17BC456023026CA88AEE49AB50C3EA06E02
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AWS Cloud WAN (Preview) 
 

Easily build, manage, and monitor global wide area networks (WANs) 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS Cloud WAN helps IT network and cloud architects connect their data centers, branch offices, and cloud resources—reducing the burden of an ever-
expanding mix of network technologies required to operate, secure, and manage a global network. 
 

Control and configure your network with a central policy document for defining access policies and traffic routing. Once defined in policy, Cloud WAN deploys 
and configures services on your behalf. Cloud WAN automates routine network management tasks, such as adding new offices and connecting new 
attachments and virtual private clouds (VPCs).  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Unify your AWS and on-premises networks to reduce complexity.  
• Increase security by segmenting your network to isolate sensitive network traffic from everyday data.  
• View your entire network on a single dashboard.  
• Use the AWS global network to connect your locations and resources.  

 
Use cases: 

• Build a global network. Use your choice of local network providers to connect to AWS, then use the AWS global network to connect your locations and 
VPCs. 

• Easily extend your network. Save time by automating routine networking tasks, such as adding new connections, branch locations, and Amazon Virtual 
Private Clouds (VPCs). 

• Visualize your network using a single dashboard. Track network traffic, view the health of your network, improve performance, and minimize 
downtime. 

 
Availability: 
Currently launching in Preview. 
 
For more information on available Regions, please visit the AWS Regional Services page. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloud-wan
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=0D921875FCA08542E45C91044BE239D741A2263412082C321C0E1ABC329516E0EE74D1B8B9DC0C403ECAEF473A73DB8D
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Robotics 

AWS IoT RoboRunner 
 

Build applications that help robot fleets work together seamlessly 
 
 

What is it? 
AWS IoT RoboRunner makes it easy to build applications for optimizing fleets of diverse robots. Today, companies manage robots independently in silos, 
making it difficult to orchestrate and visualize robots from a single system view. Robots from different systems are difficult to integrate into a central 
management system. As a result, developers find it challenging to build applications that function seamlessly across a fleet of robots. AWS IoT RoboRunner 
provides a central data repository for storing and using data from different robot management systems and enterprise management systems. Once robots are 
connected, you can use sample applications and software development libraries to build management applications on top of the centralized data repository. 
Use AWS IoT RoboRunner to build complex management applications that require robot interoperability, such as task orchestration, and view information in a 
single, unified display. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Increase output and reduce operating costs with seamless collaboration between robots from different vendors.  
• Use a common application architecture to quickly and securely integrate different robot types and vendors with work management systems.  
• Reduce the complexity of building applications for task orchestration, shared space management, and robot collaboration.  

 
Use cases: 
 
Common use cases: 

• Enable robot interoperability. Integrate different robot types using a scalable and flexible robotics automation infrastructure that helps you improve 
operational efficiency. 

• Optimize robot collaboration. Accelerate material-handling processes and operational flow by optimizing robot collaboration and complete process 
automation. 

• Manage robots through a single system. Improve automation efficiency by optimizing task allocation across a diverse fleet of robots, adjusting for real-
time issues through a single system view. 

 

 
Industrial use cases: 

• Improve manufacturing and logistics processes. Optimize task allocation across a diverse fleet of robots, adjusting for real-time issues, time 
constraints, and assignments. 

• Improve material-handling processes. Optimize robot-to-robot collaboration at a system level. 
• Simplify robot modernization efforts. Reduce complexity with a scalable and flexible robotics automation infrastructure. 

 
 

Availability: 
Available in the US East (N. Virginia) and Europe (Frankfurt) Regions at launch.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/roborunner/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-iot-roborunner-available-preview/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=FF1224AF794B220F11C4D250791A7F678AC2043880A1A1AF72876BF659F296A2DF4FEBFA5EBF7ADF99DB6729F946EE40
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Security, identity, and compliance 

Amazon Inspector 
 

Automated and continual vulnerability management at scale 
 
 

What is it? 
The new Amazon Inspector is a vulnerability management solution that’s native, easy to deploy, and highly scalable. The new Amazon Inspector takes a unique 
approach to vulnerability management by offering continual vulnerability monitoring compared to the traditional periodic assessment model. Unlike Amazon 
Inspector Classic, the solution now covers both Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and container-based workloads, and uses the widely deployed AWS Systems 
Manager Agent (SSM Agent) to eliminate the need to deploy and maintain a standalone agent to run Amazon EC2 instance assessments. For container workloads, 
Amazon Inspector is now integrated with Amazon Elastic Container Registry (ECR) to introduce intelligent, cost-efficient, and continual vulnerability assessments of 
container images. The new service has the low operational overhead and one-click enablement model that has been successful with other AWS security services, 
such as Amazon GuardDuty and AWS Security Hub.  
 
Amazon Inspector also includes multi-account management by integrating with AWS Organizations, allowing you to get started and maintain Amazon Inspector 
organization-wide with little to no configuration. In addition, findings now include more actionable detail compared to Amazon Inspector Classic, including improved 
contextual risk scoring that clarifies how to prioritize and respond to the most critical findings. Suppression filters were also added that allow you to tune the service 
based on your tolerance. Findings are pushed to Security Hub and Amazon EventBridge to allow integration with security event management and workflow systems, 
or to trigger automated remediation actions using AWS Step Functions. As findings are addressed or changes are made to resources, systems and images are 
automatically, intelligently, and cost-efficiently reevaluated to provide you with a continually updated view into the vulnerability state of your resources 
organization-wide.    
 
 

Benefits: 
• Immediately discover and scan AWS workloads for software vulnerabilities and unintended network exposure with a single click. 
• Consolidate your vulnerability management solutions for both Amazon EC2 and Amazon ECR into one fully managed service.  
• Use the highly accurate Amazon Inspector risk score to efficiently prioritize your remediation. 
• Reduce mean time to remediate (MTTR) vulnerabilities and streamline workflow with EventBridge and Security Hub integrations. 

 
 

Use cases: 
• Quickly discover vulnerabilities. Automatically discover and quickly route vulnerability findings in near real time to the appropriate teams so they can take 

immediate action. 
• Prioritize patch remediation. Use up-to-date common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) information, combined with factors such as network accessibility, 

to create context-based risk scores that help you prioritize and address vulnerable resources. 
• Meet compliance requirements. Support compliance requirements and best practices for the National Institute of Standards and Technology Cybersecurity 

Framework (NIST CSF), PCI DSS, and others with Amazon Inspector scans. 
• Identify zero-day vulnerabilities sooner. Accelerate MTTR by using over 50 sources for vulnerability intelligence to help identify zero-day vulnerabilities 

quickly. 
 
 

Availability: 
Generally available globally across 19 commercial Regions:  
 
Asia Pacific (Singapore), Asia Pacific (Sydney), Europe (Ireland), US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (Oregon), Asia Pacific (Hong Kong), Asia Pacific (Tokyo), 
Asia Pacific (Seoul), Asia Pacific (Mumbai), Canada (Central), Europe (Frankfurt), Europe (Stockholm), Europe (Milan), Europe (London), Europe (Paris), Middle East 
(Bahrain), South America (Sao Paulo), US West (N. California) 
 
Visit the AWS Regional Services page for details.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/inspector/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-inspector-continual-vulnerability-management/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=B58472B7587457D2467DF8F38A2D409A7938EA358152EBF3984E26C2DCD7BA440FE400BF3803D3DD528135BB5EB4BC68
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AWS Shield automatic application-layer DDoS mitigation 
 

Automatic recommendations, testing, and deployment of custom web 
application firewall (WAF) rules for each attack 
 
 

What is it? 
Automatic recommendation, testing, and deployment of custom WAF rules for 
each application-layer attack to reduce the time to mitigate and respond to 
application availability threats.  
 
Benefits: 

• AWS WAF rules are automatically created to mitigate detected DDoS 
events 

• AWS WAF rules are tested against normal traffic to minimize false 
positives 

• AWS WAF rules can be created in Count mode to observe effectiveness 
before deploying in Block mode 

• AWS WAF rules are automatically removed after an event subsides 

• No manual intervention required 
 
Resources: 
Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/12/aws-shield-advanced-application-layer-ddos-mitigation
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=A5257836D331238B5B9B4EA0E72DD43E347F6CBCED1D07A0ADD53272E08304E35C71540E1EA72496F8440FDC1A5446F3
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Storage 

Amazon FSx for OpenZFS 
 

Fully managed shared storage built on the popular OpenZFS file 
system 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon FSx for OpenZFS is a fully managed file storage service that 
lets you launch, run, and scale fully managed file systems built on the 
open-source OpenZFS file system. FSx for OpenZFS makes it easy to 
migrate your on-premises file servers—without changing your 
applications or how you manage data—and build new high-
performance, data-driven applications in the cloud. FSx for OpenZFS 
offers the familiar features, performance, and capabilities of OpenZFS 
file systems with the agility, scalability, and simplicity of a fully 
managed AWS service. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Easily migrate Linux file servers to AWS with file storage that 

matches or exceeds the capabilities you rely on today and is 
accessible through the NFS protocol. 

• Simplify building and testing applications using OpenZFS 
instant data snapshots and data cloning.  

• Accelerate workloads with high-performance storage, 
delivering up to 1 million IOPS with just a few hundred 
microseconds of latency. 

• Optimize costs with a few clicks by scaling throughput levels 
and enabling storage efficiency capabilities such as data 
compression.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• Migrate your workloads to AWS seamlessly. Move workloads 

running on ZFS or other Linux-based file servers to AWS 
without modifying application code or how you manage data. 

• Deliver insights faster for data analytics workloads. Power 
machine learning (ML), financial analytics, and other data-
intensive applications with high-IOPS storage. 

• Accelerate content management. Deliver the low latency 
needed to scale file-based web serving and content 
management applications, including WordPress, Drupal, and 
Magento. 

• Increase development/test velocity. Test changes efficiently 
by cloning application data in seconds, and reduce build times 
with fast storage for repositories and DevOps solutions, such 
as Git, Bitbucket, and Jenkins. 

 
 

Availability: 
Available in seven AWS Regions. Visit the AWS Regional Services page 
for details. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 Amazon S3 Event Notifications with Amazon EventBridge 
 

Build, scale, and deploy event-driven applications based on changes to the data you 
store on Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) 
 
 

What is it? 
You can now use Amazon S3 Event Notifications with Amazon EventBridge to build, 
scale, and deploy event-driven applications based on changes to the data you store 
on Amazon S3. This makes it easier to act on new data in Amazon S3, build multiple 
applications that react to object changes simultaneously, and replay past events, all 
without creating additional copies of objects or developing new software. With 
increased flexibility to process events and send them to multiple targets, you can 
now more confidently create new serverless applications with advanced analytics 
and machine learning (ML) at scale without writing single-use custom code. 
 
You can start sending S3 Event Notifications to EventBridge with a few clicks in the 
AWS Management Console or with a single API request. To learn more, visit the S3 
User Guide. For pricing, visit the EventBridge pricing page. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Use advanced filtering and routing capabilities and send events to 18 targets, 

including AWS Lambda, Amazon Kinesis, AWS Step Functions, and Amazon 
Simple Queue Service (SQS).  

• Simplify your architecture by matching any attribute, or a combination of 
attributes, for objects in an S3 event. This allows you to filter events by object 
size, time range, or other event metadata fields before invoking a target 
Lambda function or other destination. For example, if millions of audio files 
are uploaded to an S3 bucket, you can filter for specific files and send an 
event notification to multiple workflows. Through these multiple workflows, 
the same event can be used to transcribe an audio file, change its media 
format for streaming, and apply ML to generate a sentiment score.  

• Archive and replay S3 events to reprocess an event in case of an error or if a 
new application module is added.  

 

Use cases: 
• Easily build and deploy event-driven applications without custom software. 
• Act on new data in S3 faster, make changes to event-driven applications 

without interruptions, and debug by replaying past events. 
• Use the largest set of destinations on the internet with API destinations. 

 
Availability: 
Available in all commercial AWS Regions. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/fsx
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-fsx-openzfs
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=AD552C31EE550FE2EA15BB411D1741B311DC499C39ED32AAE9133819A9237013FF5AE08B5CB4601DE695F3991D416640
https://aws.amazon.com/console/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/userguide/EventBridge.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/userguide/EventBridge.html
https://aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/pricing/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/faqs/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-s3-event-notifications-amazon-eventbridge-build-advanced-serverless-applications/
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Recycle Bin for Amazon EBS Snapshots 
 

Quick recovery of deleted snapshots 
 
 

What is it? 
Recycle Bin for Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) snapshots is a new capability 
that allows you to recover accidentally deleted snapshots. Amazon EBS is an 
easy-to-use, high-performance block storage service for both throughput- 
and transaction-intensive workloads at any scale. EBS volumes are durable, 
block-level storage devices that you attach to Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud 
(EC2) instances running their workloads. You can back up the data on your 
EBS volumes to Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) by taking point-in-time 
EBS snapshots. With Recycle Bin, deleted EBS snapshots move into a 
recoverable state where they’re available for immediate restore for a period 
of time that you specify, before being permanently deleted. Activate Recycle 
Bin with a single request or single click in the AWS Management Console. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Automatically keep deleted snapshots for a retention period that you 

specify. 
• Use predefined rules to specify retention periods for all snapshots, or 

specific tagged snapshots. Deleted EBS snapshots in your Recycle Bin 
must be recovered before your user-specified retention period 
expires. 

• Restrict access to Recycle Bin rules and resources using AWS Identity 
and Access Management (IAM) roles. 

 

Use cases: 
• Recover accidentally deleted snapshots for a user-specified period of 

time.  
• Protect against data loss due to human error or accidental snapshot 

deletion. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  

 Amazon EBS Snapshots Archive 
 

Lower your cost of snapshot storage by up to 75%    
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) Snapshots Archive is a new storage tier on 
Amazon EBS that you can use to archive EBS snapshots and save up to 75% in 
storage costs compared to the standard EBS tier for rarely accessed 
snapshots. EBS is an easy-to-use, high-performance block storage service for 
both throughput- and transaction-intensive workloads at any scale. EBS 
volumes are durable, block-level storage devices that you attach to Amazon 
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances running their workloads. Back up the 
data on your EBS volumes to Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) by taking 
point-in-time EBS snapshots. Use EBS Snapshots Archive to archive full, 
point-in-time copies of EBS snapshots that need to be retained for months or 
years and do not require frequent or fast retrievals. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Back up the data on your EBS volumes to Amazon S3 by taking point-

in-time EBS snapshots. The EBS Snapshots Archive tier provides up to 
75% lower costs compared to storing snapshots in the standard tier. 
There is no additional cost for EBS users to use the EBS Snapshots 
Archive.  

• The EBS Snapshots Archive provides secure, long-term retention of 
seldom-accessed snapshots that need to be stored for 90+ days.   

• With EBS Snapshots Archive, easily archive and manage EBS 
snapshots, eliminating the need for custom scripts.  

 
 

Use cases: 
• EBS Snapshots Archive provides a low-cost storage tier for you to 

archive full, point-in-time copies of EBS snapshots that you need to 
retain for 90 days or more, for regulatory and compliance reasons or 
future project releases. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/ebs/snapshots/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/recover-accidental-deletions-snapshots-recycle-bin/
https://aws.amazon.com/ebs/snapshots/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/retention-ebs-snapshots-75-amazon-archive-tier/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=60FDE8AC6CA048CE1E62CB669E7B2ECB709F188A90544FD0F5151AE6F44014A321C78DBDB9A43E990F6DBCA164F4BBAB
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AWS Snowball with Tape Gateway 
 

Migrate petabytes of data stored on physical tapes to AWS using AWS 
Snowball 
 
 

What is it? 
Migrate physical tapes to virtual tapes. Store your tape backups and archives 
in the cloud without changing your workflows. Migrate petabytes of physical 
tape data to the cloud with the AWS Snowball Edge Storage Optimized 
device. Snowball is available with Tape Gateway built in, so migrating 
physical tapes to your AWS Storage Gateway virtual tape library (VTL) is 
quick and easy. Your tape data is migrated to Amazon Simple Storage Service 
(S3) Glacier Flexible Retrieval (formerly S3 Glacier) or Amazon S3 Glacier 
Deep Archive to be archived. More details can be found on the Tape 
Gateway page. 
 
 

Availability: 
Available in 23 AWS Regions.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 Amazon S3 Object Ownership “Bucket owner enforced” 
setting  
 

Simplifies access management for data stored on Amazon Simple Storage 
Service (S3) 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon S3 introduces a new S3 Object Ownership setting, "Bucket owner 
enforced," that disables access control lists (ACLs) and therefore simplifies 
access management for data stored on S3. When you apply this bucket-level 
setting, every object in an S3 bucket is owned by the bucket owner, and ACLs 
are no longer used to grant permissions. As a result, access to your data is 
based on policies, including AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) 
policies applied to IAM identities, session policies, S3 bucket and access point 
policies, and virtual private cloud (VPC) endpoint policies. This setting applies 
to both new and existing objects in a bucket, and you can control access to 
this setting using IAM policies.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• With the new S3 Object Ownership setting, “Bucket owner enforced," 

you can easily review, manage, and modify access to your shared 
datasets on Amazon S3 using only policies.  

• Own all objects in an S3 bucket regardless of who uploaded them 
there.  

• The new setting disables ACLs for your bucket and the objects in it, 
and updates every object so that each object is owned by the bucket 
owner.  

• When you apply this setting, ownership change happens 
automatically, and applications that write data to the bucket no 
longer need to specify any ACL. You can enable this setting for existing 
buckets or when you create a new bucket.  

 

Use cases: 
• Simplify access control. Forget ACLs. Use policies to manage 

permission to your bucket. 
• Shared datasets. Maintain ownership of objects, making it easier to 

review, manage, and modify access to your shared data based on 
specific access needs. 

• Data protection. Maintain ownership over every object in a bucket.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

https://aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/vtl/
https://aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/vtl/
https://aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/vtl/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/aws-snow-family-offline-tape-data-migration-capability
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=102647BC205943B64DD0E71ED3705E945ADE5ABB8B3461EE36019213696189530EB8F8A3A43DAFA85E15E78793B4FF9C
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id.html
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/features
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-s3-object-ownership-simplify-access-management-data-s3
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Amazon S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval  
 

The lowest-cost archive storage with milliseconds retrieval for rarely accessed data  

 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) Glacier Instant Retrieval is an archive storage class that delivers the lowest-cost storage for long-lived data that is rarely 
accessed and requires retrieval in milliseconds. With Amazon S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval, you can save up to 68% on storage costs compared to using the S3 
Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) storage class, when your data is accessed once per quarter. S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval delivers the fastest access to 
archive storage, with the same throughput and milliseconds access as the S3 Standard and S3 Standard-IA storage classes. S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval is designed 
for 99.999999999% (11 nines) data durability and 99.9% availability by redundantly storing data across multiple physically separated Availability Zones (AZs). It’s 
designed for rarely accessed data that still needs immediate access in performance-sensitive use cases like image hosting, online file-sharing applications, medical 
imaging and health records, news media assets, and genomics. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Retrievals in milliseconds. S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval delivers milliseconds retrieval for archives that need immediate access, such as medical images, news 

media assets, and user-generated content. For applications that need fast access to your archive data, S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval delivers low-latency and 
high-throughput performance.  

• Unmatched durability and scalability. S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval runs on the world’s largest global cloud infrastructure with virtually unlimited scalability 
and is designed for 99.999999999% (11 nines) durability. Data is automatically distributed across multiple AZs that are geographically separated within a 
Region.  

• Most comprehensive security and compliance capabilities.  S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval offers integration with AWS CloudTrail to log, monitor, and retain 
storage API call activities for auditing, and it supports three different forms of encryption. S3 also supports security standards and compliance certifications, 
including SEC Rule 17a-4, PCI-DSS, HIPAA/HITECH eligibility, FedRAMP, EU GDPR, and FISMA. S3 Object Lock enables WORM storage capabilities, helping 
satisfy compliance requirements for virtually every regulatory agency around the globe. 

• Easily manage your data lifecycle. Cost-effectively manage data through its lifecycle across the S3 storage classes, which share the S3 APIs. You can use S3 
Lifecycle to easily transition your data to lower-cost storage classes, as the data becomes less frequently accessed—without performing any data migration. 

• Low cost. S3 Glacier Retrieval is the lowest-cost archive storage with milliseconds retrieval for rarely accessed data. It’s ideal for data that’s accessed once 
or twice per quarter, and requires immediate access. 

 
 

Use cases: 

• Media asset workflows. Media and entertainment assets, such as video and news footage, require durable storage and can grow to many petabytes over 
time. Much of this data needs to be available immediately for breaking news events, video rendering, or content development. The S3 Glacier Instant 
Retrieval storage class allows you to archive older media content affordably while still making it available in milliseconds when it's needed. To save even 
more on storage costs for media archives that don't require milliseconds access, you can use S3 Glacier Flexible Retrieval (formerly S3 Glacier) or S3 Glacier 
Deep Archive. 

 

• Healthcare information archiving. Hospital systems need to retain petabytes of patient records (such as LIS, PACS, and EHR) for decades to meet regulatory 
requirements. The S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval storage class is ideal for medical images or genomics, where milliseconds retrieval is required. 

 

• Scientific data analytics. Research organizations generate, analyze, and archive vast amounts of data, such as for genomics or to train machine learning 
(ML) models. With the S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval storage class, you avoid the complexities of hardware and facility management and capacity planning, 
with the lowest-cost storage and milliseconds retrieval. 

 
 

Availability: 
The new S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval storage class, the Archive Instant Access tier in S3 Intelligent-Tiering, and the S3 Glacier Flexible Retrieval (formerly S3 Glacier) 
storage class price reduction and free bulk retrievals are available today in all AWS Regions, including the AWS GovCloud (US) Regions, the AWS China (Beijing) 
Region, operated by Sinnet, and the AWS China (Ningxia) Region, operated by NWCD.   
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 

https://aws.amazon.com/digital-media/
https://aws.amazon.com/health/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/govcloud-us/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/storage-classes/glacier/instant-retrieval
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-s3-glacier-instant-retrieval-storage-class
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=4A6EF602D65BAA6B2EE6C02D5654EEB2A0265F416C140AD672355257A61F63848BB20085092363FF013F6D9914D2AC08
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Amazon S3 Intelligent-Tiering: Archive Instant Access 
tier 
 

Automatic storage cost savings  
 
 

What is it? 
The Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) Intelligent-Tiering storage class now 
automatically includes a new Archive Instant Access tier with cost savings of 
up to 68% for rarely accessed data that needs milliseconds retrieval and 
high-throughput performance. Amazon S3 Intelligent-Tiering is the first cloud 
storage that automatically reduces your storage costs on a granular object 
level by automatically moving data to the most cost-effective access tier 
based on access frequency—without performance impact, retrieval fees, or 
operational overhead.  
 
S3 Intelligent-Tiering delivers milliseconds latency and high-throughput 
performance for frequently, infrequently, and now rarely accessed data in 
the Frequent, Infrequent, and new Archive Instant Access tiers. You can now 
use S3 Intelligent-Tiering as the default storage class for virtually any 
workload, especially data lakes, data analytics, new applications, and user-
generated content. 
 
 

Benefits: 
• Automatic storage cost savings.  S3 Intelligent-Tiering delivers 

automatic storage costs savings by moving data to lower-cost storage 
access tiers based on access patterns. The longer data is not accessed, 
the more you save—up to 68% in the automatic tiers.  

• Retrieval in milliseconds. In all three of the automatic Access tiers, 
your data is delivered in milliseconds.  

• Lowest storage cost in the cloud. By opting in to asynchronous, 
archive capabilities for objects that are rarely accessed, you can 
realize storage cost savings of up to 95%, with the lowest storage cost 
in the cloud.  

• Simple. There is no operational overhead, no lifecycle charges, no 
retrieval charges, and no minimum storage duration.  

• Unmatched durability and scalability. S3 Intelligent-Tiering runs on 
the world's largest global cloud infrastructure with virtually unlimited 
scalability and is designed for 99.999999999% (11 nines) durability. 
Data is automatically distributed across multiple Availability Zones 
(AZs) that are geographically separated within an Region.   

 

Use cases: 
S3 Intelligent-Tiering is the default storage class for virtually any workload, 
especially data lakes, data analytics, new applications, and user-generated 
content. Any use case or workload with unknown, unpredictable, or 
changing access patterns is ideal for S3 Intelligent-Tiering, allowing you to 
automatically save on storage costs. 
 
 

Availability: 
Amazon S3 Intelligent-Tiering and the new Archive Instant Access tier are 
available today in all AWS Regions, including the AWS GovCloud (US) 
Regions, the AWS China (Beijing) Region, operated by Sinnet, and the AWS 
China (Ningxia) Region, operated by NWCD.  
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 

 Next generation of Amazon FSx for Lustre file systems 
 

Next-generation Amazon FSx for Lustre provides three improvements to 
performance and price   
 
 

What is it? 
FSx for Lustre now offers the following three improvements:  

• The new file systems provide up to 5x higher throughput per TB (up to 
1 GB/s per TB). 

• With support for client instances with multiple network interfaces, 
you can now drive up to 400 Gbps of network bandwidth on Amazon 
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances such as P4d and DL1. 

• Reduce your cost of throughput by up to 60% compared to previous-
generation file systems.  

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post  
 

Enhanced Amazon S3 integration for Amazon FSx for 
Lustre 
 

Three new enhancements in the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) 
integration for Amazon FSx for Lustre 
 
 

What is it? 
The Amazon S3 integration for FSx for Lustre now includes the following 
three enhancements:    
 

• Supports linking multiple S3 buckets to a file system 
• Automatically exports file updates to S3  
• Automatically updates file system contents as data is deleted and 

moved on S3  
 
Resources: 
Webpage  
 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/s3/storage-classes/intelligent-tiering
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/s3-intelligent-tiering-archive-instant-access-tier
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=FC04DE02B0318144B0C6F3D1FE64FBBDCFD02CA08231056480B7FCB76FB74946CA191B2246A71FF331767FDDA055E616
https://aws.amazon.com/fsx/lustre/features
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-fsx-lustre-file-systems/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-fsx-lustre-s3-buckets/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-fsx-lustre-file-updates-s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-fsx-lustre-file-system-contents-s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-fsx-lustre-file-system-contents-s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/fsx/lustre/features
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Amazon S3 Glacier Flexible Retrieval 
 

Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) Glacier storage class is now named 
Amazon S3 Glacier Flexible Retrieval 
 
 

What is it? 
The Amazon S3 Glacier storage class is now named Amazon S3 Glacier 
Flexible Retrieval. This storage class now also includes free bulk retrievals 
and a 10% price reduction—making it optimized for use cases such as backup 
and disaster recovery. As a result, it’s even more cost effective, and free bulk 
retrievals make it ideal for when you need to retrieve large datasets once or 
twice a year and don’t want to worry about the retrieval cost. 
 
 

Benefits: 
S3 Glacier Flexible Retrieval is one of three S3 Glacier storage classes 
optimized for archive data with a variety of uses cases, from user-generated 
content and media archives to analytics, genomics, and compliance archives.  

• For archive data that needs immediate access, such as medical 
images, news media assets, or genomics data, choose the S3 Glacier 
Instant Retrieval storage class, an archive storage class that delivers 
the lowest-cost storage with milliseconds retrieval.  

• For archive data that does not require immediate access, such as 
backups and disaster recovery, choose S3 Glacier Flexible Retrieval 
(formerly S3 Glacier), with flexible data retrieval options from minutes 
to hours. You can choose from expedited retrievals in 1–5 minutes, 
standard retrievals in 3–5 hours, and free bulk retrievals in 5–12 
hours.  

• To save even more on long-lived archive storage, such as for 
regulatory and compliance data and digital media preservation, 
choose the S3 Glacier Deep Archive storage class, the lowest-cost 
storage in the cloud (less than $1 per TB-month) with data retrieval 
from 12–48 hours.  

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post   
 

 Amazon EFS Replication (coming soon) 
 

Replicate your file systems within and across AWS Regions 
 
 

What is it? 
Amazon Elastic File System (EFS) Replication (coming soon) allows you to 
replicate your file system data to another Region or within the same Region 
in a few clicks, without requiring additional infrastructure or a custom 
process to monitor and synchronize data changes. Organizations in regulated 
industries are often subject to compliance requirements that mandate 
storing secondary data copies several hundred miles away from the original. 
Amazon EFS Replication automatically and transparently replicates your data 
to a second file system in a Region or Availability Zone (AZ) of your choice. 
You can use the EFS console, AWS Command Line Interface (CLI), and APIs to 
enable replication on an existing file system. EFS Replication is continuous 
and designed to provide a recovery point objective (RPO) and recovery time 
objective (RTO) of minutes, allowing you to meet your compliance and 
business continuity goals. 
 
You can also set up your destination file system independent of your source 
file system. You can select the destination file system’s lifecycle management 
policy, backup policies, provisioned throughput, mount targets, and access 
points independent of the source file system. For example, you can optimize 
destination file system storage costs by enabling EFS lifecycle management 
with a shorter age-off policy (such as 7 days) than that of the source file 
system (such as 7, 14, 30, 60, or 90 days). You can also replicate from a 
source file system created using EFS Standard storage classes to a 
destination file system created using EFS One Zone storage classes, and the 
other way around. 
 
Resources: 
Webpage | Breakout session recording and slides 
 

https://aws.amazon.com/s3/glacier/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/storage-classes/glacier
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/11/amazon-s3-glacier-storage-class-amazon-s3-glacier-flexible-retrieval/
https://aws.amazon.com/efs/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=E282B024E833BCE96D8B4EB252E7FB0750D304F08DA95C676625C9E503B46682B0754FD0D1EBD9B91B7EC5C39D602588
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AWS Backup support for Amazon S3 (Preview) 

Use a single policy on AWS Backup to automate the protection of application 

data stored on Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) alone or alongside 11 

other AWS services 

What is it? 

Get started with AWS Backup for Amazon S3 (Preview) by creating a backup 

policy on AWS Backup and assigning S3 buckets to it using tags or resource 

IDs. AWS Backup allows you to create periodic snapshots and continuous 

backups of your S3 buckets, and restore your S3 buckets and objects to your 

specified point in time with a single click in the AWS Backup management 

console. Additionally, you can use AWS Backup to maintain and demonstrate 

compliance of your organizational data protection policies to auditors. 

Benefits: 

• Centralized data protection. A single, centralized data protection 
solution for application data stored on S3 alongside other AWS 
services. Restore to the source S3 bucket, another existing bucket, or 
a new bucket. Restore object data, tags, access control lists (ACLs), 
and user-defined metadata.  

• Point-in-time restore. Easily restore application data stored on S3 to a 
specified point in time with a single click.  

• Simplify compliance auditing. Monitor and audit the compliance 
status of your data protection policies using AWS Backup Audit 
Manager.   

 

Use cases: 

• Centrally manage data protection across AWS Organizations. 
• Create immutable backups of AWS supported services.  
• Restore application data stored on S3 to a specified point in time. 
• Use lifecycle policies to cold tier your backups. 
• Create separable, protected cross-Region and cross-account backups 

to meet compliance needs 
 

Resources: 

Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 

 AWS Backup support for VMware 

Use a single policy on AWS Backup to centrally protect your hybrid VMware 

environments alongside the 12 AWS services (spanning compute, storage, 

and databases) already supported by AWS Backup. AWS Backup allows you 

to demonstrate the compliance status of your organizational data protection 

policies by monitoring backup, copy, and restore operations, and generating 

unified auditor-ready reports to help satisfy your data governance and 

regulatory requirements. 

What is it? 

Using AWS Backup, you can centrally configure backup policies across your 

AWS applications comprising native AWS services, on-premises VMware, 

and VMware Cloud on AWS, helping you simplify data protection and 

automate lifecycle management. You can restore your VMware backups to 

your on-premises data centers and on VMware Cloud on AWS to meet your 

data recovery needs. AWS Backup Audit Manager provides built-in and 

customizable compliance controls to define your data protection policies, 

automatically detects violations of your defined policies, and prompts you to 

take corrective actions, allowing you to demonstrate compliance with 

regulatory requirements. 

Benefits: 

• Centralized data protection. Use a single, centralized data protection 
solution for hybrid VMware workloads alongside AWS services.  

• Flexible restore options. With AWS Backup support for VMware, you 
can restore to on premises and/or VMware Cloud on AWS.     

• Normalized backup policy. Use the same backup policy across AWS 
services and VMware.   

 

Use cases: 

• Centrally manage data protection across AWS Organizations. 
• Create immutable backups of ESXi 6.7.x and 7.x from on-premises 

VMware and VMware Cloud on AWS.  
• Restore to on premises or VMware Cloud on AWS. 
• Use lifecycle policies to cold tier your backups. 
• Create separable, protected cross-Region and cross-account backups 

to meet compliance needs 
 

Resources: 

Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 

 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/aws-backup/latest/devguide/s3-backups.html
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/preview-aws-backup-adds-support-for-amazon-s3/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=AFA8891387E6BC3D0086A00CCAB8FF3916C690969D870E0B701896E73A44D4CBAC1BEA82E1A5ED8CF0A50713EC33916A
https://aws.amazon.com/backup/features/vmware/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-for-aws-backup-support-for-vmware-and-vmware-cloud-on-aws/
https://virtual.reinvent.awsevents.com/session-virtual/?v2477da705118cc74fd14460db021e1784e2eed5a7982c6482ec95cb2e86d259644b8741959f52a49e0e6908b82a9d860=1C69323F78E9F8BE73ADD921F79DF5508114C7DA014EEC172C48ECA1C6E98B8350AEB5B53561BFFB123D96324E73AE96
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Windows 

AWS Microservice Extractor for .NET 
 

Simplify refactoring .NET applications 

 
 

What is it? 
AWS Microservice Extractor for .NET simplifies the process of refactoring applications into independent services. Modernize and transform your applications with 
an assistive tool that analyzes source code and runtime metrics to create a visual representation of your application and its dependencies. Microservice Extractor 
for .NET delivers a holistic visualization of applications, and assists in code refactoring and extracting the codebase into separate code projects that teams can 
develop, build, and operate independently—improving agility, uptime, and scalability.  
 
 

Benefits: 
• Faster identification of applications components to refactor into microservices. Quickly identify application components to refactor into smaller services 

using Microservice Extractor for .NET, which combines data from code analysis and runtime profiling to produce a single visualization showing each 
component's metrics and dependencies. As a result, there is no need to manually correlate the outputs of various tools for code and runtime analysis.  

• Guides refactoring based on domain-driven design principles. Microservice Extractor for .NET helps you adopt industry best practices, such as domain-
driven design, by allowing you to label the visualized graph to associate with business processes. The service highlights dependencies that need to be 
removed so you can extract parts of the application into separate code projects.  

• Assists with refactoring monolith codebases into smaller code projects. After refactoring your monolithic application to prepare it for extraction as 
independent code projects, you can use Microservice Extractor for .NET to partition the source code into units that teams can develop, build, deploy, and 
operate as independent services.  

 

 
Use cases: 

• Modernize your .NET applications. Refactor your .NET applications to improve agility, uptime, and scalability.  
• Visualize your application. Analyze and create a visual representation of your application and its dependencies. 
• Plan .NET modernization. Visualize your application's source code and extract it into smaller codebases. 

 
Resources: 
Webpage | Blog post | Breakout session recording and slides 
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